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PREFACE 
Am.erican agriculture has undergone some dramatic changes in farm 
structure and export during the 1970s. The Center for Agricultural and 
Rural Development (CARD) previously analyzed some of the changes up to 
the early 1970s. Three of these studies are summarized in CARD Reports 
46T, 53, and 56 [5, 11, 6]. Two of these studies used an econometric 
simulation model and the third (CARD Report 53) used a linear 
programming model. 
This study is an extension of the earlier work, especially 
research reported in CARD Report 56. More recent observations and an 
updated and revised version of the econometric simulation model were 
used to analyze two alternative farm sizes. Also, this study analyzes 
the effects of four future alternative yield productivity levels, 
incorporates data not available in past studies, and should serve as an 
improved projection of relationships among various future scenarios. 
Raymond Joe Schatzer and Roland K. Roberts had an equal part in 
the research contained in and the writing of this report. 
The Authors 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
American farming has undergone many changes in its structure and 
composition over the last three decades. During much of this period 
the supply of farm products was large, causing depressed farm prices 
and income. The quantity and mix of different inputs changed as new 
technologies were made available to and were adopted by farmers. 
Relative prices and technologies favorable to capital use caused 
increased production, low prices, low farm incomes, and hence a 
reduction in the farn population during much of the period. 
Farming has shifted from a primarily labor intensive to a highly 
capitalized industry [4]. From its 1950 level, fertilizer usage 
doubled by 1961, quadrupled by 1970 and in 1977 was five and one-half 
times greater than it had been [18, p.27]. Over the same period, the 
hours of labor needed in farming decreased by 69 percent [18, p.32], 
while the quantity of tractor horsepower utilized increased by 149 
percent [18, p.31]. This greater quantity of horsepower could be 
operated by fewer laborers because of tremendous increases in the size 
of tractors and their complementary equipment. Between 1950 and 1977, 
the number of tractors increased 30 percent [18, p.31], only about 
one-fourth of the rate of increase noted for horsepower usage. With 
less labor but more capital used to produced farm products, the farm 
population declined from 23 million people in 1950 to 7.8 million in 
1977 [19, p.36]. 
1 
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The declining farm population and increases in the size and scale 
of farm machinery were accompanied by a sharp decrease in the number of 
farm units and an increase in the average farm size. The nuraber of 
farr~ decreased from 5.4 million in 1950 to 2.7 million in 1973. 
The average size of farms grew from less than 200 acres in 1940 to 
approximately 400 acres in 1978 [12, p. 504; 14, p. 417]. 
• 
As farm population dwindled, the need for services in rural 
communities decreased. This decline in demand, coupled with the 
increased mobility of rural people, caused severe ecouonic hardship for 
many rural towns. The nonfarm sector of rural conununities has borne a 
major cost in the transformation of American agriculture. 
The structural changes that have occurred in agriculture over the 
past quarter of a century have resulted in inpacts on the rest of 
society. The structure of American agriculture will play a major role 
in the nation's future. Patterns of input mix, farm size, farm 
numbers, size distribution of farms, farm sector total income, per farm 
incone, price levels, rural community development, rural-urban 
migration, and government programs to influence agricultural variables 
all depend upon the chan~es that occur in the structure of the American 
farming industry. 
Trends in American agriculture toward larger and more capital 
intensive farms manned by fewer workers have had far-reaching impacts 
upon agricultural production, prices and government intervention in 
U.S. agriculture. During the 1950s and 1960s, rapid changes in the 
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combination of inputs toward less labor and more capital resulted in 
dramatic increases in crop yields per acre. The supply of r.mst crop 
commodities increased even though total land in farms has been 
declining slightly since 1950. These rapidly increasing nupplies 
depressed prices and incomes as the inelastic demand increased at a 
slower rate than supply. 
With depressed income levels, many of the less efficient and 
usually smaller farmers left agriculture as they sold to larger 
and more efficient farmers. Yields continued to rise and the trend 
toward larger farms continued. 
Government intervention through acreage controls and price 
supports were attempted to make all farmers better off than they would 
othen.,rise have been. Under the programs of the 1950s and 1960s some 
of the uncertainties associated with agriculture were eliminated. 
Larger farmers \lith greater volumes of production were mde "better 
off" than their smaller less efficient counterparts. Therefore, the 
result of government intervention in agriculture was that the more 
efficient farmers received an additional incentive to increase their 
land holdings. 
Hany farmers and legislators are now becoming concerned that the 
"family farm" is disappearing and that farms are becoming even larger 
with less and less emphasis placed on the family's role in providing 
management and labor. U.S. agriculture traditionally has been 
characterized by large numbers of relatively snall farms such that 
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competitive markets for agricultural output prevail. Concern is that 
as fan.'lS become larger and possibly dominated by large corporations, 
competition and the personal touch of falllily ownership Hill be 
reduced. 
On the other hand, a nove toward larger and technically nore 
efficient farms would possibly provide larger supplies of agricultural 
cor~odities at reduced market prices. Under these conditions, the net 
income of the farming sector might be reduced because of inelastic 
demand for agricultural commodities but per farm net income probably 
would increase to provide those who remain in agriculture with higher 
standards of living. 
Objectives 
The first focus of this study is on the analysis of the impacts 
of an expansion of J. S. average farra size as measured by acres per 
farm. The second objective is to study the effects of changing yields 
based on four levels of expenditure by the government on productivity 
related research and extension. Since it is expected that prices under 
the alternatives would fall from the level of prices associated with a 
trend farr.1 size and yield alternative, the level of exports required to 
offset these price declines are determined as a third set of 
alternatives. 
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II. THE l10DEL AND !JETHODS USED 
An econometric simulation model of U.S. agriculture is used to 
accomplish the objectives of this study. In this section, a general 
overvie\v of the model is presented along with a brief discussion of the 
statistical methods e~ployed to estimate the structural parameters of 
the model. The final portion of this section is devoted to a detailed 
description of the wheat submodel, one of eleven submodels included in 
the model. 
The 11odel Structure 
The econometric model of U.S. agriculture used was developed at 
the Center for Agricultural and Rural Development [5,6,8,9,10]. Lhe 
model is called the National Agricultural Econometric Simulation Hodel 
(nAES). The model is divided into pre-input, input, and output sections 
for each of 11 crop and livestock submodels. These three sections 
represent the processes involved in the agricultural planning, 
production and marketing decisions. 
The pre-input section determines the stocks of such fixed 
resources as machinery, land and buildings, and on-farm commodity 
inventories. Levels of the various inputs such as fertilizer, seed, 
machinery services, real estate services, and labor requirements are 
determined in the input section based on information from the pre-input 
section and from other previously determined variables. Production, 
commodity prices, and incone estiraates resulting froM the resource 
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levels committed in the pre-input and input sections are obtained from 
the output section. 
The U.S. agricultural model is divided into 11 submodels 
including submodels for feed grains (the aggregate of corn, oats, 
barley, and grain sorghum), wheat, soybeans, cotton, tobacco, beef, 
pork, lamb, chicken, turkey, and the aggregated United States. Each 
submodel contains pre-input, input and output sections. However, the 
pre-input and input sections are aggregated for all livestock 
commodities. 
The U.S. aggregate submodel simply sums the pre-input and input 
variables for the 10 crop and livestock submodels and adds to them 
exogenously determined pre-input and input variables for the rest of 
U.S. agriculture. Similarly, U.S. gross farm income is determined from 
the output section. Net farm income is then computed by subtracting 
aggregate input expenditures from gross faru income. Other important 
U.S. subaodel variables which are estimated include land in farms and 
the number of farms. Average acres per farm is assumed to be exogenous 
in this version of the model. 
Statistical Methods 
Annual time series data are used to estimate the structural 
parameters of the model by regression techniques. Most equations are 
estimated using a sample period 1949 through 1976. However, portions 
of the beef, pork, lamb, chicken, and turkey submodels are estimated 
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with data frou 1953 through 1976. In some cases shorter time series 
are used where data were not available. 
The model is generally recursive in structure. However, there 
are portions of the model which fail to meet all the criteria for 
recursiveness. For a model to be recursive, two conditions must 
prevail. First, the n~trix of coefficients of endogenous variables 
must be triangular. If this condition prevails, the structural 
equations of the model can be solved sequentially without the use of 
iterative techniques or reduced form equations. Second, the 
variance-covariance matrix of structural equation disturbances must be 
diagonal [2, p. 369]. This implies that the disturbance term of any 
one equation must not be correlated with the disturbance of any other 
equation in the model. 
There are portions of the output section which do not meet the 
first criterion. These portions are therefore block recursive, which 
means that they have both recursive and simultaneous portions. There 
are also portions of the model that do not meet the second criterion 
for recursiveness. These violations imply certain statistical 
estimation techniques are more appropriate than others. These 
statistical implications are discussed in a later section of this 
report. 
Six regression techniques are used to estimate the model 
parameters. Ordinary least squares is used for those equations which 
proved to be recursive. Those recursive equations which had 
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autocorrelated errors are estimated by autoregressive least squares. 
The farm-retail margin equations in the output section of the beef 
pork, chicken, and turkey submodels are estimated by t\m-stage least 
squares because they are simultaneously determined with their 
respective farm prices. These equations violated the first criterion 
for recursiveness, i.e., the matrix of endogenous variable coefficients 
is not triangular. Three-stage least squares or autoregressive 
three-stage least squares are used on those equations which are not 
simultaneous but which are determined to have disturbances correlated 
with disturbances of other equations in the modeL These equations 
violated the second condition for recursiveness, i.e., the 
variance-covariance matrix of equation disturbances is not 
diagonal. 1 
111e I.Jheat Submodel--An Exar·lple 
A more detailed example of the model structure is presented in 
this section. The \Jheat subnodel is typical of the crop submodels. 
Therefore, it is employed to illustrate the general linkages among 
important crop submodel variables. Linkages betHeen the submodels also 
are examined. A detailed presentation of the output section of the 
livestock submodels is found in Roberts and Heady [8, 9]. The 
structural equat.i.ons estimated for the crop model are found in Appendix 
1Refer to Roberts [7] or Roberts and Heady [9] for more detailed 
information on the statistical 111ethods employed. 
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A and for the livestock model in Appendix B. Variable definitions are 
found in Appendix C. 
Figure 1 is a schematic diar,ram of the wheat pre-input and input 
sections. The definitions of variable names and other symbols are 
found in Appendix C. The pre-input section is represented in the upper 
portion of Figure 1. The lower portion represents the input section. 
The pre-input section determines the levels of physical assets 
committed to wheat production. Harvested acreage, machinery purchases, 
machinery stocks, on-farm coi!Ifolodity stocks, and the value of land and 
buildings per harvested acre are estimated by regression techniques, 
while the machinery stock average, commodity stock average, value of 
land and buildings, and the stock of physical assets are determined by 
identities. 
Hheat harvested acreage (HT-AC ) is determined first. This 
t 
variable is estimated as a function of the lagged ratio of the soybean 
price to the \</heat price. ( SB-PR 1/WT-PR 1). The lagged t- t-
ratios of feed grain and other prices to the wheat price were 
significant only at high probability levels and/or were estimated Hith 
incorrect signs. They are therefore excluded from the equation. 
Lagged prices are used as rough proxies for expected prices. (Relative 
wheat and soybean prices are important in parts of the Cornbelt and 
South. Wheat prices alone "seem determinant," within the data 
available, in much of the Great Plains.) The ratio of expected prices 
is used because it is felt that changes in relative prices are most 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the wheat pre-input and input submode1s 
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important to farmers when they decide which crops to plant. Since the 
stock of land is nearly fixed, farmers are assumed to respond to price 
changes by using more land to produce the crop with the relatively 
higher price and less land to produce the crop with the relatively 
lower price. The other variables included represent various government 
programs which affected wheat acreage during the sample period. 
Acreage withheld from production under the soil bank acreage reserve 
program of 1956-58 (1~T-SBARt) and acreage diverted from production 
under the wheat acreage diversion program (WT-ACDIVt) are included in 
millions of acres. A dummy variable enters the equation to represent 
differences in acreage harvested bet~wen the more recent voluntary 
program and the earlier mandatory program (WT-VOLPGt). Finally, a 
dummy variable, equal to one for years when the wheat acreage allotment 
was in effect and zero otherwise, is included to represent the effects 
of wheat acreage allotments. 
The value of machinery purchased for use in wheat production 
(WT-HPURt) is based ·on wheat harvested acreage, the indexes of prices 
paid by farmers for machinery (tffiPit) and for motor supplies 
(HSPit), and the lagged value of mchinery purchases. The ratio of 
the value of the machinery stock used to produce vheat per harvested 
acre (WT-HSTKt/\lT-ACt) is then estimated with machinery purchases 
per acre, the log of time, and lagged machinery stock per acre as 
explanatory variables. To obtain the total value of the stock of 
machinery used for wheat production, per acre values are multiplied by 
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harvested acreage. Beginning plus ending year machinery stocks are 
summed and divided by two to obtain the value of the mchinery stock 
average (WT-11STKAVEt). 
Several variables are included in the equation to estimate the 
value of on-farm wheat stocks. The lagged wheat price is used in the 
equation in three forms. The lagged wheat price for the entire sample 
period is included to represent a relationship between the price of 
wheat and farmers' demands for wheat stocks. The variables \VPRD1 1 t-
and WPRD2 1 are dummy variables which permit the slope of the t-
demand for wheat stocks to change. WPRD1 1 is equal to the t-
lagged wheat price in years other than 1953-63. For this variable, 
1953-63 equals zero. During these years, government programs allowed 
little substitution of wheat and feed grain acreage. WPRD2 2 is t-
equal to the lagged wheat price for 1973-76 and zero otherwise. During 
these years, government inventories were drawn down to zero levels, 
which shifted more of the responsibility for pipeline inventories to 
the private sector. Thus at these high prices, farmers are less 
responsive to price changes than during previous years. In addition to 
the above variables, the wheat allotment dummy variable, the log of 
time, a dummy variable for the post World Har II period (\vARl), and a 
dummy variable with 1971-73 equal one and zero otherwise (DALLOT) are 
included as explanatory variables to determine the value of wheat 
stocks on farms. The value of the annual average stock of wheat 
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(HT-STKAVEt) is estimated by summing the values of beginning and 
ending year stocks and dividing by tuo. 
The value of land and buildings used in the production of \.;rheat 
is estimated by multiplying harvested acreage times the value of land 
and buildings per harvested acre of wheat. The value of land and 
buildings per harvested acre of wheat is determined by multiplying the 
1967 based and exogenously determined wheat price of land index 
(WT-PRLAt) times the 1967 value of land and buildings per harvested 
acre. 
The final endogenous variables of the pre-input sector is the 
value of the stock of physical assets (WT-SPAt) which is formed by 
adding the average value of machinery stocks, the average value of 
wheat stocks on farms, and the value of land and buildings. 
The endogenous variables predicted in the wheat pre-input section 
are used to determine variable input expenses in the input section of 
the wheat submodel. The lower portion of Figure 1 is a schematic 
diagram of the wheat input section. The inputs are generally estimated 
in terr~ of constant dollar expenditures. The input section determines 
expenses for machinery services (HT-MACHt), interest on farmer mmed 
wheat stocks (\lT-INTt)' fuel, oil and repairs for machinery 
(HT-FORt), misecellaneous inputs (WT-lHSCt), seed (WT-SEEDt), 
fertilizer and lime (WT-FERTt), real estate taxes (WT-RETXt), and 
real estate services (HT-REEXt). Han-hours of labor used to produce 
wheat (WT-LABRt) are also estimated in the input section. 
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The average machinery stock from the pre-input section is the 
most important variable in determining fixed machinery expense, 
(WT-MACHt), which is interest and depreciation. The other important 
explanatory variable is the interest rate on new farm loans 
(INTRTt). 
Interest expense on wheat stocks is the product of the average 
value of on-farm wheat stocks from the pre-input section and the 
interest rate on new farm loans as explanatory variables. Harvested 
acreage and the machinery stock average from the pre-input section 
along with the log of time and the change in the motor supplies price 
index (DMSPit) are used to estimate wheat machinery operating expense 
(WT-FORt). 
The equation used to predict miscellaneous input expenses 
contains the stock of physical assets, the log of time, the index of 
prices paid by farmers for farm supplies (FSPit), and time as 
explanatory variables. Seed expenditures are determined by the lagged 
wheat seed price index, the lagged price of >lheat, harvested acreage 
and time. The labor equation uses the reciprocal of time (RECTD1E), 
and harvested acreage as explanatory variables. 
Fertilizer and lime expense is determined by multiplying 
fertilizer and lime expense per harvested acre by harvested acres of 
wheat. Fertilizer and lime expense per harvested acre is estimated as 
a function of the fertilizer price index (FTPit), a free market dummy 
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variable (FREE2) with 1974-76 equal to one and zero otherwise, and time 
as determining variables. 
Wheat real estate tax is obtained by multiplying the value of 
land and buildings by the exogenously determined real estate tax rate 
(WT-TXRTt). Real estate expense is a function of the value of land 
and buildings, lagged real estate expense and a free market dummy 
variable Hith 1973-76 equal one and zero othendse (FREEl) and 
additional variables. 
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the wheat submodel's output 
section. For the present study, crop yields are determined exogenously 
to allo\v the analysis of the impacts on U.S. agriculture of various 
assumptions regarding alternative farm structures and rates of increase 
in productivity. Generally, ho\vever, yields are endogenously 
determined by the model through yield response functions which relate 
input expenses per acre to yields per acre. 11ore detail on these yield 
functions can be found in English, Schatzer, Roberts and Heady [1]. 
Wheat yield per harvested acre is 1rultiplied by harvested acreage to 
give production. In turn, production plus imports plus beginning 
inventories equal supply, \vhich is then used to determine the price of 
wheat. The recursive structure of the output sector complies with the 
biological production process of many agricultural commodities. When 
farmers plant their crops, they do not knm;r what the price will be at 
harvest time. Therefore, they use an expected price in making their 
planting decisions. In the model presented, lagged prices are assumed 
16 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of wheat output submodel 
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as rough proxies f or expected prices. As a result, supply is fixed in 
the curret~ year anrl the current year's price adjusts to clear the 
market. At the current year's estimated price, the quantity supplied 
equals the sum of the quantities used domestically (commercial demand 
plus feed demand), exported, and carried over to the next year . 
Commercial demand and foorl demand are estimated econometrically as 
functions of the current year's price, while exports are determined 
exogenously and ending inventories are determined by an identity which 
su bt rae ts commercial det:1and plus food de1.1and plus exports from supply. 
Other important explanatory variables included in the price 
estimating equation are the wheat loan rate (WT-LRt) and \Jheat 
exports (UT-EXP'i'St). Exports are included to account for the 
increased influence of exports on crop prices in recent years. Two 
dur:n:ty variables also are included. A low wheat loan rate dummy 
variable with 1964-76 equal to one and zero otherwise (WT-LLRDUM) is 
included because during this period, wheat loan rates \'lere lowered 
dramatically as tlte governaent wheat program changed to a more flexible 
voluntary program. A free r.:~arket dummy variable also is included. 
The domestic utilization of wheat is disaggregated into food 
demand (WT-FOODt) and nonfood uses (HT-CDEHt). Nonfood \'lheat is 
called wheat commercial demand. Hheat food demand is estimated as a 
function of the current \'lheat price plus the amount paid by wheat 
processors for marketing certificates (WT-PRt + HT-HCt), per capita 
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personal disposable income (PINCt), a free fllarket dummy variable, and 
a dummy variable to account for the post \Vorld \-Jar II period. 
The corrunercial demand for wheat is also a function of the current 
vlheat price and a free Iilarket dummy variable. Huch of the commercial 
demand for wheat is used for livestock feed. Therefore, a ~.Jeighted 
average livestock and poultry price from the livestock sector ~odel is 
included in the equation. To form this variable, livestock and poultry 
farm prices are weighted by their respective proportion of total neat 
production. Lagged commercial demand also enters the equation. 
Wheat that is used to meet food, coramercial, and export demands 
are suramed to give total noninventory demand (\"T-TDEI1t). Total ending 
crop year inventory (WT-TINVt) is then obtained by subtracting total 
noninventory demand from the quantity supplied. 
The level of ;;overnment owned wheat inventory (\JT-GI NVt) is 
estimated econometrically with the wheat loan rate, wheat total 
inventory, a post ~vorld Har II dmmrry variable, a free market dummy 
variable, and lagged government inventory as explanatory variables. 
Corrunercial inventory (VlT-CINVt) is then formed as a residual by 
subtracting government inventory from total inventory. By treating 
comnercial inventory as an identity, a constraint is placed on the 
model requiring the quantity supplied to be equal to the quantity 
demanded. 
Cash receipts from the sale of '"heat (WT-CRPTSt) i s determined 
econometrically as a function of the value of production. The value of 
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wheat production variable is formed by multiplying the price of wheat 
by wheat production. The log of time also is used to determine wheat 
cash receipts. Exogenously determined government payments (WT-GPAYt) 
are added to cash receipts to give wheat gross income (WT-GINCt). 
Special Features of the Other Crop Subnodels 
The other crop submodels are different from the wheat submodel in 
that domestic utilization generally is not disaggregated into food and 
nonfood uses. For the other submodels, all of domestic utilization is 
catagorized as commercial demand. These functions are formulated 
similarly to the wheat commercial demand equation. 
The feed grain submodel is an aggregation of corn, oats, barley, 
and grain sorghum. TI1e feed grain price is computed as a weighted 
average price per ton of the four crops with levels of production as 
weights. 
The soybean and tobacco submodels do not contain equations to 
estimates ending year government-owned commodity stocks like the feed 
grain, wheat and cotton submodels do. 
The cotton submodel is composed of two commodities: cotton lint 
and cottonseed. The cotton lint portion is structured similarly to the 
other submodels, except that cotton commercial demand is not directly 
related to the livestock sector through the weighted average livestock 
and poultry price. The cottonseed portion is greatly reduced from the 
general structure of the other submodels. Cottonseed production is 
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estimated econometrically from cotton lint production. Beginning 
inventories are added to production to deter~ine cottonseed supply 
which is then used to estimate the cottonseed price. Cottonseed 
inventories are assu~ed to be exogenous for this model in the interest 
of simplification. The value of cottonseed plus cotton lint production 
is finally used to obtain an estimate of cotton cash receipts. 
The tobacco submodel is different from the other crop submodels 
in that tobacco harvested acreage does not include lagged prices from 
any other submodel. Other crop prices do not influence tobacco acreage 
because of a long history of government intervention in tobacco 
production. Also the commercial demand for tobacco is not influenced 
by the livestock sector. These properties suggest that the tobacco 
submodel is co~pletely independent of the other crop submodels. 
Because the tobacco sub~odel is independent of the other submodels and 
because tobacco is so heavily controlled by the government, the tobacco 
submodel is excluJed from this analysis. The results from the tobacco 
submodel are assumed not to have changed greatly from one alternative 
to another. 
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III. ASSUMPTIONS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR SIMULATION ALTERNATIVES 
Assumptions and modifications of the model are necessary in 
perfortning the analysis. Alternative assumptions about the future of 
U.S. agricultural structure, productivity, and exports are analyzed by 
13 applications of the model. Alternative 1 is a base run for 1981 
through 2000. It is used as a common point of departure for analyzing 
the other 12 future alternatives. The base run is assumed to be the 
most likely future outcome. The exogenous and policy variables of the 
model are set equal to what is considered to be their most likely 
levels for the analysis period (1981-2000). 
For Alternative 1, average acres per farm, crop yields, and crop 
exports are assumed to follow their historical trends over the entire 
analysis period. Trend crop yields are assumed to be associated \llith 
the historical average rate of growth in real expenditures on research 
and extension of 3 percent [3, p.33]. Hare attention will be given to 
the projection of these variables later in this section. 
The assumptions associated with Alternatives 2-6 deviate from 
those of Alternative 1 in that crop yields and export levels vary. 
Yields are varied to reflect different assumptions about crop 
productivity associated with alternative levels of expenditures on 
a gricultural r esearch and extension. Alternative 2 assumes that crop 
yields are lower than trend yields because the real rate of growth in 
expenditure on research and extension is assumed to be zero.1 
1This assumes tha t nomina l expenditure s on research and extension 
just keep up with infla tion. 
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Alternative 3 assumes the real rate of growth in research and extention 
will be 7 percent and that crop yields are above the trend levels 
assumed in Alternative 1. Alternative 4 assumes that yields increase 
even uore because of the emergence of technological breakthroughs. 
Since Alternatives 3 and 4 include higher yields than Alternative 
1, the expected result is that crop prices will decline, if all other 
factors are held constant. Alternatives 5 and 6 determine the level of 
crop exports required to maintain crop prices at Alternative 1 levels 
if yield are assumed to be the same as in Alternatives 3 and 4, 
respectively. This approach provides policymakers with insights into 
how crop prices might be maintained while at the same time promoting 
increased research and extension expenditures. 
Alternative 7 differs from Alternative 1 in that average farm 
size (acres per farm) is assumed to be larger. Yields also are assumed 
to be higher because of increased efficiency as the more successful and 
presuuably more efficient farmers purchase the farms of their less 
successful neighbors. 
Because of alternative assumptions about productivity, 
Alternatives 8 through 10 assume that yields are lower, slightly 
higher, and much higher than those assumed in Alternative 7, 
respectively. Alternatives 11 through 13 determine export levels 
required to maintain crop prices at Alternative 1 levels, given that 
farm size and yields are at those levels assumed in Alternatives 7, 9 
and 10. 
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A more detailed description of the assumptions and results of the 
13 Alternatives is presented in the following sections. The 
assumptions associated with Alternative 1 are important and are 
therefore dealt with in great detail. The assumptions of each of the 
other 12 alternatives deviate from those of Alternative 1 in that one 
or more variables is altered to simulate different alternative 
futures. 
Model Adjustments and Nodifications for Alternative 1 
The equations presented in Appendix A are the estimated 
econometric equations and the identities which represent the structure 
of the model based on data from the historical sample period (generally 
1949-76). Adjustments and modifications of the estimated equations are 
made to account for assumed changes in consumer tastes and preferences, 
technolo!Sical improvements, and other trend forces. These adjustments 
and modifications are important in providing a meaningful base run for 
an intermediate or distant future period of analysis where tastes and 
preferences and technological growth rates are likely to change from 
the historical sample period. 
Several time trends are modified in the pre-input section of the 
model. The trend in the livestock purchases equation is assumed to 
increase by only .5 per year beginning with 1978. The trend variables 
in the feed grain, soybean, and cotton acreage equations are assumed to 
be constant after 1976, increase by .85 per year beginning \vith 1978, 
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and increase at .5 per year beginning with 1978, respectively. The 
time trend in the "other acreage" equation of the U.S. aggregate 
submodel increases by • 35 per year beginning \vith 1977. The trend 
variables for livestock value of land and buildings and cotton 
machinery purchases are held constant at their 1977 levels. The 
price of land equations for feed grains, \fheat and soybeans have trends 
which are assumed to increase by .5 per year starting with 1977. 
Trend variables in five equations of the input section are 
adjusted. The trends for the livestock labor and fuel, oil and repairs 
equations are assumed constant at 1976 values. The feed grain, wheat 
and cotton fertilizer expense equations include time trends which are 
assumed to increase by .75 per year after 1976. In addition the 
coefficient on the stock of physical assets is reduced in the soybean 
fertilizer equation equation from .000101 to .00008585 since soybean 
fertilizer expenditures are more likely to increase at an acceptable 
rate with the latter value. 
Hodifications also are made in the output section of the model. 
Three time trends are modified in the output section of the livestock 
submodels. The trend variables in the beef production and pork 
farm-retail margin equations are assumed to be constant at 1978 and 
1977 levels, respectively. The trend variable for lamb production is 
assumed to increase at one-half the rate that occurred during the 
sample period. The lamb production time trend is estimated with a 
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negative coefficient. Therefore, the reduced rate of growth in the 
time trend translates into a reduced rate of decline in lamb and mutton 
production. This step is taken to prevent negative lamb and mutton 
production which othenvise \lould occur after a few years. 
Another important modification in the livestock subraodels is 
based upon an assumption that the income elasticities of demand for the 
five livestock and poultry commodities do not remain constant over the 
entire analysis period. It is assumed that after 1980, consumers will 
demand progressively smaller increases in consumption of each of the 
five commodities for a dollar increase in real personal disposable 
income. In order to capture the effect of this assunption, the rate of 
increase in personal disposable income is tapered off after 1980. The 
impact of slower :~rO\Jth in income is determined differently for each 
commodity. In general, income elasticities of demand are assumed to 
decline raost rapidly for those commodities with the highest levels of 
per capita consumption. The growth rate in personal disposable income 
declines fastest for beef and is follmved by pork, lalilb, chicken, and 
turkey in descending order. 
In addition, it is assumed cattle producers and feeders will 
respond differently to price incentives after 1990. Therefore , the 
coefficient for B-FP(llAJ) 1/B-FC0·1A3) 2 in the beef production t- t-
equation is reduced gradually from 54.7 in 1990 to 27.4 in 2000. This 
assumption is nhlde to account for possible resource limitations (e.g., 
pasture) which might develop as cattle numbers increase in response to 
higher consumer incomes and beef price to feed cost ratios in the 
future. 
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Other modifications of the retail price equations are made to 
conform vlith realistic projections. The coefficient for personal 
disposable income is reduced from .1732 to .16 for pork. The 
estimated farm-retail margin for turkey appears to increase at an 
unrealistically rapid rate because of the large coefficient for the 
three-year weighted moving average of the wage rate of meat 
manufacturing employees. The result is a farm price \vhich appears too 
low. Therefore, the coefficient is reduced from 27.9653 to 25.55 based 
on historic trends. 
Some equations of the output section of the crop submodels also 
require modifications. The time trend in the feed grain commercial 
demand equation is modified to increase by .8 per year after 1977. 
Also, the constant term in the feed grain commercial demand equation is 
assumed to be 60 percent of its estimated value. Per capita disposable 
income in the cotton lint commercial demand equation after 1990 grows 
at one-half its previous growth rate. This modification effectively 
incorporates an assumption that the income elasticity of cotton 
commercial demand is lower in the 1990s as compared \vi th the sample 
period and the 1980s. Soybean exports are assumed to have less of an 
effect upon the soybean price for 1979-2000 than during the sample 
period. This assucrption is incorporated by lmvering the coefficient 
for soybean exports in the price equation by 25 percent. 
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TI1ese changes appeared logical for the current analysis. Other 
variations also could be used. Individuals wishing to test other 
alternatives might request to do so through CARD. 
The Projected Levels of Exogenous Variables for Alternative 1 
Another inportant step in the application of the model to the 
analysis of alternative futures is to determine and project the levels 
of the variables which are exogenous to the model. This section deals 
with the assumptions relating to the exogenous variables of the model 
and the levels at which they are set for Alternative 1. 
Export and imports 
Exports and imports for both livestock and crop commodities are 
projected using trend variables or by assuming they remain constant. 
Ordinary least squares (OLS) or autoregressive least squares (ALS) are 
used to estimate the trend coefficients. 
The follmdng equations are used to project livestock imports and 
exports and poultry net exports. The figure in the parentheses are t 
values for the respective variables. The values of R2 , the mean 
square error (MSE), Durbin Watson (DW), and estimated autoregressive 
parameters (p) also are shown. 
B-IHP t 123.8902 + 76.5643*TH1E, (5.837) 
p = .4671, 
(2.348) 
.8670, HSE = 49142.4550, DW = 1.5608. 
(l) 
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B-EXPt = 28.6993 + 4.2174*Tll1Et' (2) 
(9.241) 
OLS, R2 = .7952, HSE = 239.5221, D\J = 1.449. 
13.7807 + 15.2069*Tll1Et' 
(2.136) 
p .8554, 
(5.929) 
( 3) 
ALS, R2 = .9527, liSE= 874.6217, DW 1.1795. 
P-EXP t = 35.0471 + 7. 7096*Tn1Et, ( 4) 
(5.521) 
2 OLS, R = .5808, HSE = 2242.4922, DW = 1.0958. 
L-UIPt = 35.3 which is the 1973-76 average. 
L-EXP t = -.1023 + • 3531*Tll1Et, 
(5.413) 
p = .4885, 
(2.622) 
ALS, R2 = .8494, l1SE = 1.0972, DH 1.9666. 
C-NEXPt -118.9969 + 229.3105*LOGTU1Et, 
(1. 529) 
.7068, 
(5.258) 
.7510, HSE 2231.9151, DH 1.080. 
T-NEXPt = -25.7649 + 34.8693*LOGTit1Et' 
(3.900) 
p .5071, 
(3.180) 
ALS, R2 = .8494, t1SE = 71.8139, DH = 1.8087. 
The definitions of the above variables and symbols are found in 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
( 8) 
Appendix C. These equations are estimated from annual time series for 
1953-76. The data sources for these variables are found in Roberts and 
Heady [8,9]. 
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Table 1 shows the projected levels of livestock comnodity imports 
for 1981, 1990 and 2000. Averages of actual observations for 1972-76 
are also presented for comparison. Beef imports are projected to 
increase from 2,450.9 million pounds in 1981 to 3,907.6 million pounds 
in 2000. Pork imports are expected to reach 824.3 million pounds by 
2000 as compared \lith 493.4 million pounds in 1972-76. Lamb and mutton 
imports are assumed constant at 1973-76 average levels. 
Table 1. Projected beef, pork, and lamb and mutton imports for 1981, 
1990, and 2000, with actual 1972-76 average imports for 
comparison 
Commodity 1972-76a 1981 1990 2000 
Beef (Mil. lbs) 1,879.0 2,450.9 3,131.9 3,907.6 
Pork (Mil. lbs) 493.4 517.9 668.6 824.3 
Lar.1b and Hutton (Mil. lbs) 35.3b 35.3 35.3 35.3 
aSOURCE: Food Consumption, Prices, and Expenditures [ 17]. 
bA four-year average for 1973-76. 
Table 2 indicates the projected levels of livestock and poultry 
exports and net exports. Beef exports are projected to be 231.1 
million pounds in 2000 \-lhich is 103.0 million pounds higher than the 
1972-76 average. Pork exports are projected to drop below the 1972-76 
average in 1981 but to increase rapidly thereafter to reach 405.1 
million pounds in 2000. Lamb and mutton exports increase from 10.0 
million pounds in 1981 to 16.7 million pounds in 2000. Chicken net 
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exports are projected to increase to 481.9 million pounds in 2000 while 
turkey net exports increase to 32.7 nillion pounds. 
Table 2. Projected beef, pork, lamb and mutton exports and chicken and 
turkey net exports for 1981, 1990, and 2000, with actual 
1972-76 average exports for comparison 
Commodity 1972-76a 1981 1990 2000 
Beef (Hil lbs) 128.1 151.0 189.0 231.1 
Pork (l1il lbs) 291.4 258.6 328.0 405.1 
Lamb and Hutton (Mil. lbs) 7.2 10.0 13.2 16.7 
Chicken (ail. lbs) 273.6 388.9 429.3 481.9 
Turkey (l1il. lbs) 52.6 65.6 74.6 82.7 
aSOURCE: Food Consumption, Prices, and Expenditures [17] 
Crop imports are assumed to be constant over the 1981-2000 
period. Imports of .4 million tons, 2.0 million bushels, and .OS 
million bales are assumed for feed grain3, \~eat, and cotton lint, 
respectively. Soybean and cottonseed imports are assumed to be zero. 
The above assumptions are based on 1972-76 averages for feed grain and 
cotton lint imports and a 1963-76 average for wheat imports [13, 15, 
16] • 
Crop exports for Alternative 1 are projected by tine trends and 
dummy variables. The dummy variables take into account apparent 
structural shifts in the levels of exports. Exports of feed grains, 
wheat and soybeans took a dramatic jm1p in 1972 and seem to have 
maintained these high levels. The following equations are used to 
project crop exports. 
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FG-EXPTS 
t 
1.] 121, + 17. 7 217*UUI11 + lJ. 6004*DUt12 + 1. 03GS>~TH1E 
(7.394) t (4.435) t (9.577) t, 
ln-EXPTS 
t 
SB-EXPTS 
OLS, r..2 = .9646, HSE = 13.2085, D\v 1.6122. 
196.Ltlt13 + 353.5923*DUH1 + 16.7191*TIUE , P 
(3.045) t (2.509) . t 
.8577, l'1SE = 13818.1281, DW 2.1739. 
-96.9637 + 66.3656*1-JAR2 + 56.9442*DUH1 
(2.404) t (2.124) t 
+ 149.3029*Dffi12 + 21.2192>~1'U1E , 
(4.631) t (13.522) t 
OLS, J{z = • 9735, 11SE = 1441.7286, D\J = 1. 7123. 
4315, 
(2. 242) 
CT-EXPTSt 4. 76 \Jllich is the 1972-76 average for cotton lint 
exports. 
The export (EXPTSt), trend (Tll1E) and post\.rar dmuny (WAR2) 
variables are defined in Appendix C. DUH1 is a dunny variable Hith 
1972-78 equal to one and 1949-71 equal to zero. DUII2 is a uunray 
variable \dth 1977-78 equal to one and zero otherwise. These two 
variables account for effects such as the devaluation of the U.S. 
dollar and changes in both foreir,n and domestic governr.wnt policies. 
\vAR2 is a dummy variable accounting for the post Horld ~Jar II period 
with 1949-52 equal to one and zero otherwise. 
For the purpose of projecting from 1931-2000, DUlH and DUJ12 are 
set equal to one under the assunption that crop exports will remain at 
a higher level throu3h 2000. HAJ:>..2 is set equal to zero and the time 
trend is increased by one unit per year up to 52 in 2000. 
Cotton lint exports are assuned constant because of the lack of 
correlation \lith trend variables or dumtay variables. 
( 9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
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Table 3 displays projected levels of crop export vith 1972-76 
averages of actual observations for comparison. Of the four crops, 
soybean exports are projected to increase the most. They reach 1,062.3 
in 2000 which is 108 percent higher than the 1972-76 average. The 
projected level of feed grain exports for 2000 is GO percent higher 
than 1972-76. \Jheat exports are estimated to increase by 33 percent 
over the same period. Cotton exports are constant at 4.76 nillion 
bales. 
Table 3. Projected levels of feed grain, wheat, soybean, and cotton 
lint exports for 1981, 1990, and 2000, vith actual 1972-76 
average exports for comparison. 
Commodity 1972-7Ga 1981 
Feed grains (Hil. tons) 47.3 54.9 
\/heat (!111. bu.) 1,098.6 1,222.2 
Soybeans (llil. bu.) 511.7 659.9 
Cotton lint (Hil. bales) 4. 76 4.76 
aSOURCES : Agricultural Statistics, 1978 [13] 
Feed Situation [15, 16] 
Crop yields 
1990 2000 
64 .7 75.6 
1,362.0 1,511.5 
850.5 1,062.3 
4.76 1+ . 7 6 
After considering other procedures, crop yields are projected 
exogenously as functions of time using 1949-1976 as a sample period. 
Ordinary and autoregressive least squares are used to QStimate the 
equations Hhich follow. 
FG-Y = • 6690 + • 0498*Tll1E , 
t (17.575) t 
(13) 
OLS, R2 = .9224, !1SE = .0147, DH 1.4314. 
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wr-Yt = 1~. (,801 + . 6255>~TltlE , (14) 
(12.981) t 
OLS, R2 .8647, l1SE = 4.3016, D\l 1.3877. 
SB-Y 20.0293 + • 27 46*TU1E , (15) t (7.693) t 
OLS, R2 = .6948, HSE = 2.3271, D\~ 1.5888. 
CT-Y = .2230 + .1989*LOGTU1E , a = .4311, (16) t (4.457) t (2.454) 
? 
ALS, p~ - • 77 68, l1SE = .0060, D\v 1.7475 • ' -
As is seen in Table 4, feed grain and 1vheat yields are projected 
to increase the most by 2000. Feed grain yields increase by 41 percent 
from 1981 to 2000 and vlheat yields increase by, 33 percent over the sane 
period. Soybean and cotton yields increase by 18 percent and R 
percent, respectively. 
Table 4. Projected yields per harvested acre for feed grains, wheat, 
soybeans, and cotton lint for 1981, 1990, and 2000, \vith 
actual 1972-76 average yields for comparison 
COfll!"JOdi t y 1972-76a 1981 1990 2000 
Feed grains (tons) 1.94 2.31 2.76 3.26 
Wheat (bushels) 30.50 36.32 41.95 48.21 
Soybeans (bushels) 26.86 29.09 31.56 34.31 
Cotton lint (bales) .99 1.09 1.14 1.18 
a SOURCES: Agricultural Statistics, 1978 [ 13] 
Feed Situation [15, 16] 
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Livestock military consumption 
l1ilitary consumption of livestock conu:1odities is the last group 
of exogenous variables ~•hich is projected by estioated econometric 
equations. The equations presented beloH are used to project livestock 
and poultry military consumption. 
B-HILCOnSt = -33.7430 + .2037i(HILPOPt' 
(2.723) 
.7647, 
(3. 610) 
ALS, R2 
P-HIL SOliS 
t 
L-1 IILCOUS t 
C-l'llLCONS 
t 
.8754, USE= 2467.5413, Dlv 
-6.3338 + .0798*MILPOP , 
(3. 702) t 
1.4620. 
.9006, 
(6.139) 
2 ALS, R = .9128, USE= 337.1776, DlJ = 2.2077. 
1.0 which is the value of the variable for 1974, 
1975, and 1976. 
-1.4465 + .0300*l1ILPOP , 
(2.880) t 
.8540, 
(4.818) 
2 ALS, rr = .8672, liSE 64.1505, D\J = 2.1077. 
T-tliLCONSt = -52.2126 + 7.479Y•LOGTU!E + .0257*t!ILPOP, 
(4.234) (7.829) t 
OLS, 1{2 = • 7471, HSE = 39.7913, mv = 1.4905. 
These equations are estimated with 1953-76 annual data. 11ILPOP 
is military population in thousands and it is assuned to be constant at 
2,123 which is the post-Vietnam \Jar average (1974-76 average). 
Table 5 sho\JS that military consumption of all livestock and 
poultry cor;uuodities increases except for lamb and mutton. These 
increases are due to the high levels of the estil'lated autoregressive 
parameters (ps) even though 1'lilitary population is itcld constant. 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
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Hilitary turkey consumption increases because it has a positive log 
time trend. 
Table 5. Projected levels of Hilitary consumption for beef, pork, lamb 
and mutton, chicken, and turkey for 1981, 1990, and 2000, 
with actual 1974-76 averages for comparison 
Commodity 1974-76a 1981 1990 2000 
Beef (Mil. lbs) 239.7 277.8 28tl. 1 289.0 
Pork (Hil. lbs) 94.0 90.5 99.7 103.6 
Lamb and JllUtton (Hil. lbs) 1.0 1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 
Chicken (ail. lbs) 35.3 44.3 51.4 53.2 
Turkey (l1il. lbs) 17 .o 27.5 29.6 31.3 
aSOURCE: Food Consumption , Prices, and Expenditures [17] 
Government policy variables 
Government policy variables are set at anticipated levels. These 
variables are difficult to project because their levels are determined 
by the government which of ten modifies, adds to, or eliminates national 
agricultural policy le3islation without much fore\mrning. For this 
study, only government policies which have influenced the agricultural 
sector in the past are used. These policy variables are set at levels 
which are anticipated for the 1981-2000 period. 
Crop loan rates are assumed to remain constant in real terms at 
levels which have prevailed over the most recent past. Loan rates in 
1978 dollars are set at $2 . 08 per bushel for corn, $2.46 per bushel 
for wheat, $4.50 per bushel for soybeans, and 48.00~ per pound for 
cotton lint. The above loan rates are expressed in 1978 dollars and 
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represent a 1977-78 average for corn, a 1976-78 average for \Jheat, the 
1978 value for soybeans, and the 1978 value for cotton lint. The 
cottonseed loan rate is assUJ:J.ed to be zero as it has been since 1971. 
Host other government program variables except feed grain, wheat, 
and cotton government paynents are set equal to zero over the analysis 
period. Government payments are assumed to be constant at $224 .55, 
$324.06 and $110.67 million for feed grains, wheat and cotton [19], 
respectively. These figures represent 1974-77 averages in 1978 
dollars. Also, the free market dumray variables (FREEl and FREE2) are 
included at a level of .5 instead of one in most cases. The exceptions 
occur in the wheat food demand, commercial tlemanri and government 
inventory equations, and the soybean harvested acrea~e equation where 
tlte value of one is retained throughout the analysis period . Ti1e free 
market dummy variables generally are inclurleri at values less than one 
because it is felt that the forces \Jhich caused shifts in some of the 
crop market variables during the mid-1970s will be dissipated some1.rhat. 
However, they are uot reduced to zero because soRe of the shifts which 
occurred are expected to persist into the future. 
Other exogenous variables 
Other important exogenous variables are either assumed to be 
constant or to increase at assumed rates. Those remaining variables 
Hnich are assumed to be constant are RFC (range feed conditions in 17 
western states) which takes on a value of 76.64 (1953-76 variable 
mean), and the byproduct allmva.nces for beef , pork and lamb lvhich are 
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set at their 1953-76 variable 8eans in 1978 dollars of 9.91, 7.12, and 
14.44 cents per pound, respectively. The polyester price is assuned to 
be constant at its 1972-76 average of 57.77 cents per pound in 1978 
dollars. 
Table 6 !jives projected levels of r..ertain other inportant 
exogenous variables. The Consumer Price Index 1967 = 100 (CPI) is 
assur·1ed to grm1 at President Carter's original guideline rate of 5. 7 5 
percent per year and the index of prices paid by farmers 1967 = 100 
( IPPBF) is assumed to increase at a rate of 6 percent because it 
traditionally has increased faster than CPl. 
Growth rates for personal disposable income in 1967 dollars (INC) 
personal disposable incone per capita in 1967 dollars (PIHC), and 
civilian population (POP) are taken from the OBERS projections [26]. 
Disposable incor:~e and disposable income per capita are asssurned to grow 
at the same rate as personal income and personal income per capita. 
Table 6. Assuraed levels of other important exogenous variables for 
19~1, 1990, and 2000, with 1976 actual values for comparison 
Variable 1976 1981 
CPI (1967 100)a 170.5 231.2 
IPPBF (1967 = 100)b 201.0 275.1 
nrc (Bil. S)a,d 693.1 320.0 
PIHC ($)a,d 3,222.0 3,674.4 
POP (!1il.)b 213.0 224.1 
\1 ( t1At1 ) c ' d 2.95 3.07 
aSOURCE: Survey of Current Business [25]. 
bSOURCE: Agricultural Statistics, 1977 [13]. 
1990 
382.5 
464.8 
1,124.2 
4,714.4 
24LI. 5 
4.40 
cSOURCE: Statistical Abstracts of the United States [24]. 
dThese variables are deflated by CPI (1967 = 100). 
2000 
668.8 
832.4 
1,596.3 
6,311.2 
262.3 
3.58 
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ttilitary population is subtracted from the OBERS population projections 
to arrive at civilian population \oJhich is used in this study. The 
annual tif!l.e series for INC, PINC, and POP are derived from the OBERS 
projections by calculating annual growth. For example, gro\lth rates for 
population between 1980 and 1985 were calculated \oJi th the following 
formula: 
1 + r antilog (Ln POP85 - Ln POP80) 
5 
antilog (Ln 234.52 - Ln 223.53) 
5 
1.009645 
This grmoJth rate is assumed to hold between 1980 and 1985. Ne\oJ gro\Jth 
rates are calculated between 1985 and 1990 and between 1990 and 2000. 
The annual growth rates of personal and per capita personal income are 
calculated in the same fashion. 
The three year moving average of the hourly \vage rate of meat 
manufacturing euployees deflated by CPI (\V(MA4)) is assumed to grow at 
a rate of .8112 percent per year which is the 1961-76 average rate of 
growth in this variable. 
Other Assumptions Relating to Alternative 1 
An important restriction placed upon the model is that the 
quantity supplied equals the quantity demanded. In the livestock 
submodels, civilian consumption is determined by an identity which 
embodies this constraint. The same condition is imposed 1~on the crop 
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commodities by the total inventory identity which requires total ending 
inventory to be equal to supply minus noninventory demand. 
An additional restriction placed upon the crop submodels is that 
ending inventories cannot fall below assumed pipeline levels. 
Government inventories are constrained to be greater than or equal to 
zero and total inventories are restricted to be greater than two-thirds 
of their historical lows for 1962-77. These lower bounds on total 
inventories are 11.2 million tons, 164.9 million bushels, 19.8 million 
bushels, and 1. 9 million bales for feed grains, \vheat, soybeans, and 
cotton, respectively. 
Assumptions for Alternatives 2-13 
There are three sets of assumptions that distinguish Alternatives 
2-13 from Alternative 1 and from each other. The first assumption, 
which distinguishes Alternatives 1-6 from Alternatives 7-13, deals with 
the structure of U.S. agriculture. Alternatives 1-6 include the 
assumption that average farm size (acres per farm) continues along its 
historical trend to the year 2000. An autoregressive nodel is used to 
project farm size and the trend variable is the square root of time, 
suggesting that average farm size grows at a decreasing rate. The 
estimated equation is: 
FSIZEt = 6.0383 + 14.6445*SQRTD1E 
(2.098) t 
+ .6770*FSIZE 1 , (6.562)t-
.8862, 
(6.485) 
ALS, R2 = .9996, HSE 1.2682, DW = 1.7649, 
(22) 
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where all variables are as defined in Appenrlix C. Ectuation 22 projects 
an average farm size of 484 acres per farm by 2000. This represents a 
22 percent increase in the 1977 average size of farms (397 acres per 
fan1) [14]. 
For Alternatives 7-13, the size of farus is assuned to zro\l I'f\uch 
more rapidly. Farms are assumed to be 937 acres on the average by the 
year 2000. This fir,ure corresponds to the average farr.1 size of those 
farms over 220 acres as reported by the 1974 Census of Agriculture 
[ 23) • The farms over 220 acres in 1974 included 39 percent of the 
farms and 88 percent of the total land in farms. To incorporate this 
assumption, average farm size is assuned to groH at a constant rate 
between 1981 and 2000. 
Yields are assumed to increase because of increased efficiency 
caused by larger farms and the renoval of restrictions on the location 
of production [11]. TI~ projected yields for selected years for 
Alternatives 1-13 are found in Table 7. Yields for Alternative 7 are 
trend yields plus changes due to lar~er fanw and r•1ore 1:1obilc resources 
and production. 
Not only are yields assumed to cl1ange uith larger farms b1t costs 
of production are assumed to be lower than in Alternatives 1-6. The 
ci1anges in input use caused by larger farms and the removal of location 
restrictions on production are estimated by a linear programming model 
[ 11]. The ratio of input use for a large farm case \..-ith no location 
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42 
restrictions to input use for a trend fan1 case \lith location 
restrictions is used to estir.iate the i.PiHs in efficiency fror.1 a change 
in farm structure. These input use changes are assumed to begin in 
1981, reactling their full potential by 2000. Tal>le 8 shmvs the assur1ed 
changes in efficiency from the trend farm structure to the large farm 
structure. 
Table 8. Ratios of input use in the large farm structure as compared 
with the trend farm structure assumed for 2000 [11] 
Feed Grains Wheat Soybeans Cotton Livestocka 
Fertilizer 1.010 1.035 .988 .973 
Seed 1. 016 .983 1. 007 1.000 
Labor • 857 .763 .820 .796 .857 
Hachinery .762 .762 .832 .618 .762 
Fuel, oil, repairs .762 .762 .832 .618 .762 
tliscellaneous 1. 021 .856 .954 .815 1. 021 
aLivestock coefficients assumed to follow input reductions of feed 
grain production. 
Assunptions about the rate of grO\vth in real expenditures for 
agricultural research and extension also distinguish the alternatives 
one fr01a another. Lu, Cline and Quance [3] estimate re~ional 
productivity indexes for 1980-2000 under various assunptions about the 
rate of growth in real expenditures on research an.i extension. Their 
analysis includes four scenarios. Scenario 1 estimates regional 
productivity indexes assuming research and extension expenditures 
remain constant in real terms. Scenario 2 assunes a 3 percent growth 
43 
rate and Scenario 3 asswnes a 7 percent growth rate in research and 
extension expenditures. Scenario 4 assuraes that neH technologies 
emerge and that these new technologies have added inpacts upon the 
productivity indexes estimated in Scenario 3. The mean levels of their 
regional productivity indexes are used in this analysis. 
Because there is so much variation among regional productivity 
indexes and because each of the four crops considered in this analysis 
is grO\m in many regions of the country, a weighted average index for 
each crop is formed fron the regional indexes of each scenario using 
production for 1976, 1977, and 1973 [20,21,22]. The resulting 
productivity indexes are not assumed to reflect the actual rates of 
growth in crop yield, but they are assumed to represent relative rates 
of growth in yields. That is, tile trend yields presented in Table 4 
are assumed to correspond to Scenario 2 productivity indexes. Scenario 
2 indexes are chosen as the base because they correspond to a 3 percent 
average annual increase in research and extension expenditures \Jhich is 
the historical average from 1939-72 [3, p.33]. Yields for Alternative 
1 are formed by mult iplyine trend yields by one (each crop 1 s Scenario 2 
productivity index divided by itself). Alternative 2 multiplies trend 
yields by the ratio of each crop 1 s Scenario 1 index to its Scenario 2 
index. Alternatives 3 and 4 use Scenario 3 and 4 productivity indexes 
to form ratios to estir'late yields. 
Yields for Alternative 7 are trend yields plus changes associated 
\vith a large farn structure. For Alternatives 7-13, these are the base 
44 
yields. Again Scenario 2 productivity indexes are assumed to be the 
denominator Hith Scenario 2, 1, J, and 4, indexes being the nur1erator 
of the multiplication factor applied to obtain the yields for 
Alternatives 7-10, respectively. 
The third set of assumptions \v'hich differentiates one alternative 
fror,:t another deals \vith crop exports. Alternatives 3-4 and 7-10 assume 
yields \·Jhich are higher than those assumed in Alternative 1. \Hth 
higher yields, crop prices are expected to decline belm1 Alternative 1 
levels. Alternatives 5-6 and 11-13 conpute the levels of crop exports 
required to maintain crop prices at Alternative 1 levels for the yield 
levels of Alternatives J-4 and 7-10 respectively. To perform this 
analysis, the model is modified slightly. In each of the crop price 
equations, except for cotton lint, exports are used as an explanatory 
variable. For Alternatives S-6 and 11-13, crop prices are set 
exogenously at their Alternative 1 values and exports now become 
endogenous to the model. Each crop's price equation is solved for 
exports and the exogenous Alternative 1 crop prices are used, along 
\vith other variables, to determine exports. In the cotton subnodel, 
exports influence the cotton lint price through a lagged effect \Jhictl 
is conveyed to the current period through beginning inventory and 
supply. Therefore, the level of lagged cotton lint exports required to 
maintain cotton lint prices at Alternative 1 levels is estimated. 
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IV. SIHULATION RESULTS 
In this section the results of the simulations for the 13 
alternatives are analyzed. for each simulation alternative time paths 
for the years 1981 to 2000 are generated. The simulations are numbered 
to correspond with the alternative numbers used in the previous 
sections. The results of the t\10 different farm size alternative 
bases, Alternative 1 and 7, are compared first, then the change in 
yield productivity alternatives for both farm size structures are 
compared with the two bases, and finally the results of the price 
maintanance through increased exports alternatives are examined. 
The results of the variables analyzed below are contained in 
Tables 9 through 21. 1 Tite results are presented for five-year 
averages and an overall average for the simulation period. It is 
important to look at the entire time period since fluctuations occur 
for many of the variables. Figures in the tables are reported in real 
1978 dollar units \.Jith no adjustment for inflation that might occur 
after 1978. 
Trend Versus Large Farm Size 
Since the major emphasis of this study is to analyze the impacts 
upon American agriculture of an expansion of U.S. average farm size, 
the differences in the simulation results of Alternatives 1 and 7 are 
examined first. The simulation for Alternative 1 assumes the average 
1The results for other variables for each simulation are available by 
request from the Center for Agricultural and Rural Developuent, Iowa 
State University, Ames, Iowa 50011. 
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number of acres per farm, crop yields, and crop exports follow their 
historical trends. Alternative 7 assumes that average farm size grows 
much more rapidly than the historical trends and as a result yields 
increase more rapidly due to increased efficiency of large farms and 
greater farm specialization. The costs of production also are assumed 
to change under Alternative 7. These changes in cost are discussed in 
the previous chapter. 
One of the effects of changes in average farm size is a change in 
farm income. Annual net farm income per farm increases over the entire 
time period under both Alternative 1 and Alternative 7. Average annual 
net farm income per farn is $13,086.50 for Alternative 1 and $20,718.90 
for Alternative 7. The difference between the two alternatives in the 
early years is small \lhen compared to the difference in the later 
years. 
The difference in the crop yields under the two alternatives is 
not large (see Table 10). For feed grains, the difference in yields 
only averages to 0.04 tons per acre over the entire time period, 1981 
to 2000. Wheat yields average 0.99 bushels per acre higher under 
Alternative 7 than under Alternative 1. The yields for soybeans are 
projected to average 0.12 bushels per acre less under Alternative 7 
than under Alternative 1. The decrease in yields is a result of the 
shift in the production of soybeans from areas of higher yields to 
areas of lower yields by the linear programming model which was used to 
determine the change in yields and production cost for the large farm 
60 
alternatives. 7he yields for cotton increase an average of 0.04 bales 
per acre under Alternative 7. The yields are closer to the sa1~ during 
the earlier years and farther apart during the later years. 
The changes in crop harvested acreage are just the opposite of 
the yield changes. Crop harvested acreage is given in Table 11. 
Harvested acreage for feed grains, wheat, and cotton for Alternative 7 
are less than that of Alternative 1 while soybean acreage is larger. 
The changes are those expected given the yield changes. As yields 
increase, production increases if acreage remains constant. But as 
production increases prices fall resulting in a decrease in 
acreage. The changes in harvested acreage on an average annual basis 
for the years 1981 to 2000 is -0.89, -0.93, +0.35, and -0.09 million 
acres for feed grains, wheat, soybeans, and cotton respectively. The 
changes for the last five years of the simulation are larger. 
The predicted crop production for Alternatives 1 and 7 are given 
in Table 12. Crop production in general is higher under Alternative 7 
than under Alternative 1, with the exception of soybean production 
which is lower only during the first few years. The production of each 
crop increases over the simulation period. For feed grains and wheat, 
the increase in production is due entirely to the increase yields since 
harvested acreage decreases over the simulation period. For cotton, 
both increases in yields and harvested acreage contribute to the 
increase production. Only :1arvested acreage contributed to the 
increase in soybeans production. 
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The difference in predicted crop prices from Alternative 1 to 
Alternative 7 are just the opposite of the differences in crop 
production. Predicted crop prices are shown in Table 13. For the 
base, Alternative 1, the highest prices occur in the first five years 
for feed grains, wheat and soybeans and in the last five years for 
cotton. Predicted prices in the base fall over the simulation period 
for feed grains and Hheat. For soybeans and cotton the price first 
falls, then rises for the base simulation. 
Changes in crop prices have an effect on livestock production and 
therefore livestock prices. Predicted livestock production is shown in 
Table 14 and associated prices in Table 15. The difference betHeen 
predicted production in Alternative 1 and Alternative 7 varies by 
livestock sector, uith production in Alternative 7 ahmys larger than 
in Alternative 1. For turkey the differences are quite small. It 
averages 1.62 million pounds, which is less than 1 percent of average 
annual predicted production in the base. For lamb on the other hand, 
the difference is 26.19 million pounds on an average annual basis or 
11.35 percent of average annual predicted production in the base. The 
changes in prices are just the opposite of the changes in production 
going from Alternative 1 to Alternative 7. This occurs due to the 
rnovenent down the de1aand curve. 
Changes in assets as a result of the increase in farm size are 
also important. The predicted 1:1achinery stock for the five year 
averages and 20 year average are shmm in Table 16. The average annual 
62 
stock of machinery declines for feed grains and \Jheat and rises for 
soybeans and cotton over the simulation period under the assumptions of 
both Alternative 1 and Alternative 7. The annual average machinery 
stock for soybeans is larger under Alternative 7 than Alternative 1 but 
for feed grains and wheat it is larger under Alternative 1 than 
Alternative 7. For cotton the average annual machinery stock is larger 
under Alternative 7 at first and is then larger under Alternative 1. 
These trends I~inly are the result of the trends in harvested acrea Be· 
The changes in input usage in moving from a trend farm size to 
the large fctrrn size are important. Given constant acreage and prices, 
the differences bet\Jeen Alternatives 1 and 7 use of inputs would only 
be due to the adjustment factors which are discussed earlier and shown 
in Table 8. The changes in seed expenses per harvested acre and fuel, 
oil, and repairs expenditures per harvested acre are exal'lined and 
analyzed here. 
The estimated average expenditures per harvested acre for seed 
are given in Table 17. The differences by crop between Alternative 1 
and 7 follow the changes in efficiency (see Table 3), \lhich are 
assumed to occur in going to a larger farm size. Estimated 
expenditures on seed per harvested acre for feed grains aHd soybeans 
are slightly higher under Alternative 7 assunptions than under 
Alternative 1 assumptions while for wheat they are s~:1aller and for 
cotton they are unchanged. 
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The estimated average annual expenditures on fuel, oil and 
repairs per harvested acre by crop are given in Table 18. The 
estimated fuel, oil and repairs expenditures per harvested acre 
increase over time for the trend farm size. Under the assumptions of 
the large farm size, the expenditures per harvested acre start out at a 
lower rate and fall over time as the increased efficiency of the larger 
farm size increases. i·,Iost of the change in going from Alternative 1 to 
Alternative 7 is the result of the change in efficiency assumptions. A 
small part of the change is the result of the differences in harvested 
acreage. 
The estimated annual U.S. aggregate values per farm for the 
pre-input variables are shown in Table 19 for the five and the twenty 
year periods. Over time the assets per farm increase as the number of 
farms decrease. Since farm size is larger under Alternative 7, the 
assets per farm under the assumptions of Alternative 7 are larger than 
under the assumptions of Alternative 1. By the years 1996 to 2000 the 
estimated levels of each asset per farn for Alternative 7 are almost 
twice \-7hat they are for Alternative 1. t1achinery purchases also follow 
the same ~attern. 
The estimated annual aggregate values per farm for the input 
variables are shown in Tables 20 and 21. The level of use of all 
inputs per farm increase over time under both Alternative 1 and 
Alternative 7. The level of input use per farm is higher under 
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Alternative 7 than under Alternative 1 as would be expected with the 
larger farm size. 
Yield Productivity Alternatives 
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 assumed different yields than the base, 
Alternative 1. 1 Alternatives 8, 9 and 10 assumed the same yields as 
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4, but under the large farrn assumptions which 
include an additional increase in yields. The averaP,e yields for the 
five and twenty year periods are given in Table 10. The differences in 
annual yields based on the five year averages are less than 10 percent 
between any two scenarios for each of the four crops. All of the 
results for Alternatives 1 to 4 will be discussed first follO\ved by 
some of the results for Alternatives 7 to 10. 
Trend farm size alternatives 1 to 4 
Although yields change less than 10 percent, the change in net 
income per farm is of greater magnitudes (see Table 9). The change in 
per farm net income is due completely to changes in yields, production, 
expenses, and prices since farm numbers are the same for the four yield 
alternatives. Production expenses, gross income and net incof!le per 
farn are highest for Alternative 2 and lowest for Alternative 4. The 
results are as expected since yields are the lowest for Alternative 1 
and the highest for Alternative 4. Prices increase faster than 
1The yield changes are discussed on page 42. 
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production falls and vice versa. This analysis suggests that , due to 
inelastic der.1ands, farners \\Jill be better off, in terms of net incone 
per farm, over the simulation period under the low yield scenario. 
Hm1ever, consumers and world food importers at large \\lould be better 
off under the high yields and lm1 prices. The low yield scenario 
assumes research and extension expenditures rer.~ain constant in real 
terms. 
The estir:~ated average annual harversted acreage for each crop 
based on the sinulation period 1981 to 2000 is the largest for 
Alternative 2 [see Table 11]. The smallest average annual harvested 
acreage for the period for feed grains, wheat and soybeans occurs under 
Alternative 4. For cotton, the smallest average annual harvest acreage 
occurs for Alternative 3. The average annual harvest acreage for the 
five year periods follow different patterns. The patterns in harvested 
acreage are the result of the different relative price relationships 
bet\leen the four crops over the simulation period. As the price of one 
crop increases relative to the others, more of that crop is grown and 
less of others is produced. The difference in each crop's harvested 
acreage among the four alternatives is not very great, amounting to 
less than 2.5 percent in most cases. 
The estimated production for each crop under the four 
alternatives, shmm in Table 12, follm-1s the patterns of t:1e crop 
yields since yields change raore than does acreage. The difference in 
production across the four alternatives is small. For feed grains, the 
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difference between the average annual production for the years 1981 to 
1990 of Alternatives 1 and Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 is -2.18, 3.04, and 
5.64 million tons, respectively. For wheat, the difference amounts to 
-24.95, 24.30, and 40.89 million bushels respectively for Alternatives 
2,3, and 4. Soybeans and cotton follow the same pattern. 
The estimated annual price received by fanners for each crop is 
the highest under the assumptions of Alternative 2 and the lowest under 
the assumptions of Alternative 4. The exact figures are given in Table 
13. The difference in estimated annual price bet\veen tHo alternatives 
ranges from a small amount to a quite large amount depending upon the 
comparison period. For example, the annual price of feed grains is 
estimated to average $82.10 per ton under the assumptions of 
Alternative 2 and $80.18 per ton under Alternative 4 for the period 
1981 to 1985, which is not a large difference. HO\vever, for the period 
1996 to 2000, the differences are large. The results are similar for 
the other three crops with only the price of cotton lint per pound not 
changing greatly for the 1996 to 2000 period. Except for tl1e cotton 
lint prices, the prices under the new technology scenario, Alternative 
L~, fall extremely low by the year 2000. In fact the 1978 dollar levels 
that occur have not been seen for at least t\.renty years. One reason 
for the large fall in prices is that exports are exogeneous to the 
model for these four alternatives and are set at a trend level. 
Another reason is the higher production which results in a higher total 
quantity supplied. As total quantity supplied increases, price 
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decreases resulting in higher inventories since the increased quantity 
demanded at the new price is often less than the increase in quantity 
supplied. 
The effects of the changes in yields on the livestock commodities 
can be seen by looking at the estimated livestock and poultry 
production and farm prices shown in Tables 14 and 15. Esti1nated 
livestock and poultry production is the smallest under the lm1 crop 
productivity assumptions of Alternative 2. Estimated livestock and 
poultry production is the smallest under that alternative because of 
the higher feed prices that result under this assumption. Estimated 
livestock and poultry production is the largest under the new 
technology crop productivity assumption of Alternative 4 because of 
lower feed prices associated \-lith higher yields. 
Esti1nated livestock and poultry farm prices are the highest under 
the lmJ crop yields of Alternative 2. They are lowest under the 
high crop yields of Alternative 4. The magnitude of the estimated 
livestock and poultry prices are the results of the estimated livestock 
and poultry production. Consumers \·lDuld be best satisfied Hith the 
production and retail prices that occur under Alternative 4 while 
farmers would probably prefer the farm prices of Alternative 2 and the 
production of Alternative 4. 
To analyze the effects of the changes in yields on the pre-input 
sector, the average machinery stocks by commodity are examined. The 
estimated average annual machinery stocks by commodity f~r the five and 
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twenty year periods are given in Table 16 for Alternatives 1 to 4. The 
average annual uachinery stock for each commodity is the largest for 
Alternative 2 and the smallest for Alternative 4. The average annual 
machinery stocks depend upon machinery purchases which in turn depend 
upon commodity prices. Since the estimated commodity prices are the 
highest for Alternative 2, estimated machinery purchases are the 
highest for Alternative 2 and therefore estimated average machinery 
stocks are the highest for Alternative 2. Tl1e difference in estimated 
annual machinery stock varies very little aaong Alternatives 1 through 
4 for the first part of the simulation period. By the end of the 
simulation period, the difference becomes larger. llm;rever, the 
differences for cotton and soybeans do not becone nearly as large as 
for feed grains and wheat. 
The effects of the change in yields on input use are also 
important. The changes in input use result fron changes in harvested 
acreage, connodity prices and production. The estinated average annual 
seed expense per harvested acre for the five and twenty year periods 
are given in Table 17. The estimated annual seed expenses per 
harvested acre for feed grains and soybean do not change across the 
four alternatives, 1 through 4. The variation across alternatives for 
\vheat is due to the change in \vheat price. Hheat seed expense per 
harvested acre is estimated to be the largest for Alternative 2 (lmv 
productivity is assumed) and to be the smallest for Alternative 4 (high 
productivity and new technology is assumed). For cotton, the estimated 
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seed expense per harvested acre also varies across the four 
alternatives because of changes in estimated cotton prices. 
The estinated fuel, oil, and repairs expense per harvested acre 
varies very little across the four alternatives (see Table 18). There 
is no change among the four alternatives for soybeans. For wl1eat and 
cotton, the largest estimated fuel, oil, and repairs expenses occur for 
Alternative 2. For feed grains the largest estimated values for fuel, 
oil and repairs expense over the sim1lation period occurs for 
different alternatives for different tir.te periods. The estimated fuel, 
oil, and repairs expenses per harvested acre are not affected by 
changes in yields. 
Aggregate U.S. total estimates for the pre-input variables under 
the four sets of yield assumptions for the trend farm size are given in 
Table 19 for Alternatives 1 through 4. The variations among the four 
alternatives in the estimated U.S. total values . for each pre-input 
variable are larger during the last few years than during the first few 
years. 
The estir:tated U.S. total machinery purchases has the largest 
variation across the four alternatives . The estimated U.S. average 
stock of commodities on farms has the smallest variation frou one 
alternative to another. 
Ag8regate U.S. total estimates for the input variables under the 
four productivity assumptions for the trend farm size are presented in 
Tables 20 and 21 under Alternatives 1 through 4. t1ost of the estimated 
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values for inputs change very little from one alternative to the next. 
The estii:tated values for aggregate U.S. fertilizer and lime expense are 
the only aggregate input values which vary significantly from one 
alternative to the next. Aggregate U.S. input usage is not affected 
greatly by changes in real expenditures on research and extension. 
Large farm size alternatives 7 to 10 
The effects of the changes in productivity on the simulation 
results under the large farm size assumptions are analyzed in this 
section. The results are reported as Alternative 7 through 10 in 
Tables 9 through 21. The results for Alternatives 7 through 10 differ 
only slightly from those for Alternatives 1 through 4, especially when 
results due to the large farm assumptions are COElparerl. Therefore, 
only a few selected results are discussed here. 
The absolute difference in estimated net faru incone per farm 
between any two of the Alternatives 7 through 10 is larger than that 
which occurs for the corresponding pair of Alternatives 1 through 4. 
For the twenty year period average annual figures, the difference in 
estiL<ated net farm income per farm between Alternatives 7 and 8 is 
$5261 while for Alternatives 1 and 2, ~1e corresponding trend farn size 
pair the difference is $3088. This type of relationship also occurs 
for the other differences. For the five year period, 1996 to 2000, the 
differences in the average annual values between any t\JO of the 
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Alternatives 7 through 10 are much larger than the differences for the 
corresponding pair of Alternatives 1 through 4. 
The differences in estimated crop harvested acreage and crop 
production between any pair of Alternatives 7 through 10 is about the 
same as that for thE-! corresponding pair of Alternatives 1 through 4. 
The estimated levels of crop harvested acreage f or Alternative 7 
through 10 are a little smaller than those for the corresponding 
simulation of Alternatives 1 through 4 while the estioated values for 
crop production are a little larger. As a result of larger crop 
production, estimated crop prices for Alternatives 7 through 10 are 
lm.;er than those for Alternatives 1 through 4 respectively. The 
difference in estilllated price hetHeen the large farn size alternatives 
and the trend faro size alternatives is substantial for the last few 
years of the sivmlation period. 
The effects of the different yield productivity scenarios under 
the large farm size assumption on the estimated livestock and poultry 
prices and production are basically the same as the effects under the 
trend farm size assumption. Estimated annual livestock and poultry 
production for each commodity is higher for the alternative \-lith the 
higher assnned crop yields when t\10 alternatives are compared while 
estimated annual livestock and poultry price for each comnodity is 
lower. Estinated livestock and poultry prices do not fall as much 
as estimated crop prices do. 
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Some of the estimated pre-input and input values for Alternatives 
7 through 10 are reported in Tables 16 through 21. The estimated 
values for Alternatives 7 through 10 follm-1 the trends of those for 
Alternatives 1 through 4. The differences between the two sets of 
results are due to the large farm size assumptions concerning yields 
and input efficiencies 
Price ~~intenance Alternatives 
Hhen crop yields are increased above the levels assumed in the 
base run, Alternative 1, the estimated crop prices fall to levels, 
measured in 1978 dollars, which are lower than any obtained in the past 
thirty years. Some of the estimated crop prices for the last f ew years 
of the simulation period fall to very lm.r levels. Alternatives 5, 6, 
11, 12, and 13 are analyzed to determine the level of exports needed to 
maintain Alternative 1 levels of prices unrler the assumptions of 
Alternatives 3, 4, 7, 9, and 10 respectively. The es tioated average 
annual percent change in export levels required to maintain Aiternative 
1 or higher prices are presented in Table 22 f or the five and twenty 
year average periods. 
The estimated change in feed grain exports required to maintain 
feed grain prices at Alternative 1 levels based on the five year 
averaging periods varies from an annual change of 1.50 percent to an 
annual change of 27.48 percent. The estimated required annual changes 
are the smallest for Alternative 11. The assumptions of Alternative 11 
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correspond to the assur.1ptions of Alternative 7 which includes scenario 
2 productivity assumptions associated \vith trend yields and large farm 
size modifications. Of course, the largest estimated required annual 
changes in feed grain exports occur for the alternative which includes 
the assuraptions that led to the lowest estimated feed grain prices 
(Alternative 10). Alternative 13 has the same assuraptions as 
Alternative 10 plus the price maintenance assur.J.ption. The change in 
exports required for the period 1981 to 2000 under the assuraptions of 
Alternative 13 is an estimated average annual increase of 14.52 
percent. For all of the alternatives reported in Table 22 , the 
estimated change in feed grain exports required to Baintain prices 
increases over tine. The estimated changes for feed grains are not as 
large unde r the trend farm size alternatives as those for the 
corresponding larRe f are size alternatives. 
The estiraatecl annual changes in \¥heat exports required to 
mainta in estimate d wheat prices are not as large as those required to 
maintain feed grain prices. The estimated annual changes in wheat 
exports based on the twenty year averages varies frora a 2. 74 percent 
change for Alterna tive 5 to a 9.02 percent change for Alternative 13. 
Like the estinat ed feed gr a in export changes, the estimated \lheat 
export changes increase over time since prices are estimated to fall 
under the assumptions of Alternative 10. 
The estir;~ated changes in exports required to raaintain soybean 
prices do not follow the patterns of feed grains, wheat, and cotton . 
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Table 22. Estimed U.S. crop export for alternatives 1 and percentage clillnge 
from Alternative 1 for other alternatives 
Year 
Feed grains: 
1981-1985 
1986-1990 
1991-1995 
1996-2000 
1931-2000 
\~heat: 
1981-1985 
1986-1990 
1991-1995 
1996-2000 
1981-2000 
Soybeans: 
1981-1985 
1986-1990 
1991-1995 
1996-2000 
1981-2000 
Cotton: 
1981-1985 
1986-1990 
1991-1995 
1996-2000 
1981-2000 
1 
l1illion Ton 
70.74 
76.18 
81.62 
87.06 
78.90 
Hillion Bushels 
1283.56 
1367.87 
1451.47 
1535.07 
1409.49 
Hillion Bushels 
951.95 
958.05 
1064.15 
1170.24 
1011.10 
llillion Bales 
4. 76b 
4.76 
4.76 
4.76 
4. 76 
Alternative 
6 (4) 11 (7) 
---------------Percent 
1.50 1.64 1.53 
3.45 4.41 3.08 
5.70 9.38 4.28 
7.86 18.07 4.94 
4.82 8.85 3.56 
---------------Percent 
1.14 1.20 1.20 
1.74 2.27 2.48 
4.01 5.48 3.95 
3.77 8.98 4.17 
2.74 4.68 3.03 
---------------Percent 
0.6l3 0.78 0.00 
1.98 2.45 o.oo 
3.56 5.55 0.00 
5.16 10.78 0.00 
3.04 5.32 o.oo 
---------------Percent 
2.10 2.31 . 4.41 
4.41 5.04 10.50 
6.93 9.66 17.02 
7.56 13.45 181.91 
5.25 7.56 12.61 
12 ( 9) 13 ( 10) 
Change---------------
3.17 3.29 
7.55 8.52 
12.25 16.04 
16.98 27.48 
10.38 14.52 
Change---------------
2.30 2.58 
5. 00 5.td 
9.02 10.66 
11.01 16.06 
7.11 9.02 
Change---------------
0.52 0.62 
1.44 1.02 
2. 61 4.59 
3.68 9.37 
2.23 4.50 
Change---------------
6.30 6.51 
14.08 14.71 
22.43 25.42 
24.37 30.88 
16.81 19.33 
a !lumbers in parentheses represent corresponding alternatives which allou 
prices to fall below Alternative 1 levels. 
bCotton exports are assumed to be constant in Alternative 1. 
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Soybean exports <lo not have to change as much as the other crop exports 
do to maintain estiraat ed prices at Alternative 1 levels. Soybean 
demand depend upon t he prices of the other commodities including 
livestock and the demand for feed grains. Due to the changes in those 
variables, soybean demand increases under the price maintenance 
alternatives which lowers supply and causes soybean price to fall less 
than it would \lithout price maintenance for feed grains, wheat, and 
cotton. Since soybean price is supported by maintaining feed grain, 
wheat, and cotton prices, soybean exports do not have to increase as 
much as they othen-1ise might to maintain the soybean price at 
Alternative 1 levels. 
The estimated increases in cotton exports required to maintain 
cotton prices at Alternative 1 levels are the highest of the four crops 
considered. The estimated increase required for cotton ranged from a 
low of 2.10 percent to a hi gh of 30.88 percent. Part of the reason 
cotton exports have to increase more is that cotton exports are assumed 
to be 4.76 million bales for all years in Alternative 1. Exports of 
the other crops increase over time even under the nonprice mintenance 
alternatives. 
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V. SU1111ARY AND ll1PLICATIONS 
Ti1ree sets of alternatives are analyzed by thirteen different 
runs of a sirJulation model. The model is the National Agricultural 
Econonetric Simulation Hodel (IJAES) developed at the Center for 
Agricultural and Rural Development [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Alternative 1 
serves as a Lase against which the other alternatives are compared. 
Alternative 1 is assumed to be the most likely future outcome. The 
exogeneous and policy variables of the model are set equal to values 
that are considered to be the most likely to occur for the future 
period. Alternative 7 assumes that average farn r;ize in acres per 
fana \Jill double by the year 2000 and includes h1provect yields and 
increased input efficiency. Alternatives 2 throu~1 4 deviate from 
Alternative 1 in that crop yields are varied to reflect different 
assumptions about crop productivity associated with alternative levels 
of expenditures on agricultural research and development. Alternatives 
8 through 10 use the assumptions of Alternatives 2 through 4 
respectively, but under the large farm size and structure. 
Alternatives 5, 6, 11, 12, and 13 include the assmaptions of 
Alternatives 3, 4, 8, 9, 10 respectively but require that crop prices 
be r.k~intained at the levels of Alternative 1 by increasing exports. 
The simulations for Alternatives 1 and 7 are compared first. 
Alternative 1 is the base run with trend farm size \lhile Alternative 7 
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is a base run with adjustment to a large farm size. The comparison of 
these two runs gives solile insight into the future of U.S. farming ~iven 
these two sets of assumptions. 
The avera ge annual net farm income per farm increases over the 
sirmlation tirae period under both Alternative 1 and 7. Annual net farr.1. 
incone per farm is larger under tlle large farm scenario than under the 
trend farm scenario. However, aggregate U.S. net fare inco1~ is larger 
under the trend fan1 s ize. 
Harvested acreage "of feed grains, ~teat, and cotton are larger 
under Alternative 1 assuraptions than under Alternative 7 assumptions. 
Soybean harvested acreage, on the other hand, is larger under 
Alternative 7 assunptions. 
Annual production of each of the crops is mainly . larger under the 
large farm scenario, Alternative 7. Only during the first f~1 years 
when soybean production is large r under the trend farn scenario is the 
opposite true. Predicted crop prices between the two alternatives 
follow patterns opposite of crop production. 
The changes in crop prices from Alternat!ve 1 to Alternative 7 
have an effect on livestock and poultry prices and production. 
Livestock and poultry production are higher under the large farm 
scenario while prices are lower. The larger livestock and poultry 
production also results in lm1er retail prices for consumers. 
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 assume different yields per harvest acre 
for feed grains, wheat, soybeans, and cotton than does the base run, 
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Alternative l. Alternatives 2 to 4 are run under the trend farn 
scenario . Alternatives 8 to 10 assune the saTtle chanRes but under the 
large fana size scenario. Alternative 2 has lowe;r yields than 
Alternative 1 \<Jhile Alternatives 3 and 4 have higher yields \<Jith 
Alternative 4 yields being the largest. 
Due to inelastic derwnds, net income per farm is the highest 
under the suallest crop yield assumptions, Alternative 2, and lowest 
under the highest crop yields, Alternative 4. 
Harvested acreage for the four crops under the four alternatives 
depends upon the relative crop prices within an alt ernative. Estiuated 
annual harvested acreage is the largest for all crops under Alternative 
2. It is the snallest under Alternative 4 for f eed grains, wheat, and 
cotton and under Alternative 3 for soybeans. 
Crop prices are the lm•est under the alternatives ~•hich have the 
largest yields. Estimated livestock and poultry production are the 
lo\Jest under alternatives Hith the smallest yields ancl highest corp 
prices. 
The results for Alternatives 8 through 10 follow those of 
Alternatives 2 through 4 if compared to Alternative 7 instead of 
Alternative 1. The patterns between alternatives Gre sinilar and 
11ithin an alternative the relationships are similar. 
Alternatives 5, 6, 11, 12, and 13 are nm to determine the 
magnitude of crop exports required to r.1aintain crop prices at 
Alternative 1 levels under tlle assUiaptious of Alt e rnatives 3, 4, 7, 9, 
7'J 
and 10, respectively. Crop exports must increase the most under the 
highest yields assunptions ru~ the least under the lowest yield 
assumptions for each crop. The annual average changes in exports range 
fron a zero change for soybeans under Alternative 11 to 19.3 percent 
average annual increase for cotton under Alternative 13. 
The results of this study show that the large farm alternative, 
while of some greater efficiency per Table 3, has sooe noticeable 
effects on input purchases and farn income by the year 2000 . Aggregate 
production expenses decline but aggregate gross farm incor:~e declines 
even oore. Hm-1ever, \Jhen prices are maintained by increasing exports, 
many of these effects are •viped out. Even thou~h aggregate net income 
declines under the large farn alternative net income per farm increases 
drastically. 
The results also suggest that increased expenditures on research 
and extension as reflects in the different levels of the productivity 
index will result in increased inventories and supplies. The results 
suggest that in the absence of a substantial change in the structure of 
demand for U.S. aericultural commodities, inventories, and supplies 
would increase with little offsetting increases in domestic demand to 
prevent commodity prices from falling dramatically . With lm-1er prices 
and inelastic denand, aggregate gross income from agriculture is 
projected to decline. Aggregate production expenses also are projected 
to decline by less than gross income, causing net faro income to be 
depressed. The results suggest that the U.S. agricultural sector 1aight 
., 
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enter another period of adjustment similar to the 1950's and 1960's if 
growth in real expenditure on production-oriented research extension 
increases above the historical average rate of grmvth and new technolo-
gies emerge and adoption is initiated. 
An increase in farm size with an increase in productivity results 
in a smaller net farm income in both the aggregate and per farm values 
by the year 2000, than under a trend farm size assuming a continuation 
of the average historical growth in productivity. The combination 
results in even higher production and therefore lm•er farm COL'naodity 
prices. These lower farm commodity prices would translate into lower 
prices at the retail level. 
Should the United States set out to increase the grm1th rate in 
farm size or let the past trend continue? Should the United States 
increase its expenditures on research and extension to increase the 
yield productivity? The results of this study suggest it depends upon 
the goals of the U.S. society. 
If the U.S. goal is to increase net farm income then the questions 
become: Are >le interested in a larger faru incor,le pie or a larger slice 
of the pie per fant? Whichever it is, the solution is clear. First, 
the United States should pursue a policy of no real increase in the 
expenditures on research and extension. This policy \JOuld result in 
both a larger pie and a larger slice for the farners. In addition if 
the goal is a larger slice, then the United States should also try to 
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increase the rate of growth in farm size. If the goal is just a larger 
pie, then a continuation of the trend in farm size vJOuld be better. 
On the other hand, if the U.S. societal goal is to provide more 
and cheaper food to its consumers, then the above scenario would not be 
favorable. The U.S. consumers would be better satisfied with a goal of 
the fastest growth in productivity. This goal would be achieved by an 
increase in the farm size growth rate and a larger real increase in the 
expenditures on agricultural related research and extension. This 
policy \vould be devastating on U.S. ~araers, however. 
A CO I':tbination of both goals might be achieved also. They both 
could be accomplished by pursuing, in addition to the scenario for 
consuaers above, a policy of increasing U.S. agricultural exports. 
Exports would have to be increased less than what was needed to 
maintain prices at the trend levels of the base run. This policy \JOuld 
result in larger farm incone because while prices are lm/er, production 
\<lould be proportionally larger. Food would also then be somewhat lower 
in price since there \Joul be a larger supply of products for domestic 
use. 
In conclusion, the results of this study suggest the direciton 
U.S. farming should take is highly dependent upon the goals of the U.S. 
society. The effects on the incoTJes of farr.1ers will depend upon 
whether there is an increase in fariJ size and the amount of 
expenditures on agricultural research and extension. 
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APPENDIX A. EQUATIOl~S USED 
IN THE CROP HODEL 
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Feed Grain Submode1 
Feed Grain Pre-input Equations 
FG-AC = 145.3231- 0.7730*TIME - 214.869*SB-PR,2 1 /:FG-PR,2 1 (1) 
t (5.77) t (1,72) t- t~ 
- 0.2039*FG-ACDIV - 157.184*WPRD3 1/FG-PR2 l- 8.4538*D6170 ,3SLS. (2.13) t (4.09) t- t- (3,37) t 
FG-STKt = 7360.8227 - 518.2067*BLIGHT - 550.3262*FREE1 
(2.35) t (2,83) t 
(2} 
- 49.5848*FG-PR 1 - 0.2906*FG-STK 1, 3SLS. (5.77) t- (1.50) t-
FG-STKAVEt = (FG-STKt + FG-STKt_1)/2, (3) 
FG-MPUR = 4816.5781 - 24242.0890*MHPI /:FG-PR 1 - 2280,3414*MSPI (4) 
t (1.79) t t- (3.18) t 
- 0.0841*FG-MSTK 1 - 6.7694*FG-ACDIV - 170.4906*D6871t (1.82) t- (2.10) ~ (2.06) 
+ 0.4409*FG-MPUR 1 , OLS, (3.37) t-
R2 = .738, MSE = 15088.5363, DW = 2.4348. 
FG-MSTK /FG-AC = 15.6306 + 3.5614-LOGTIME + 0.9604*FG-MPUR /FG-AC 
t t (1.76) t (2.06) t t 
+ 0.5959*FG-MSTK 1/FG-AC 1 , OLS, (3.79) t- t-
2 R = .8973, MSE = 10.6270, DW ~ 2,0670, 
FG-MSTKAVE 
t 
(FG-MSTK /FG-AC )*FG-AC . 
t t t 
(FG-MSTK + FG-MSTK 1)/2. t t-
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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FG-PRLA = .1401+ 0.0206*TIME + 0.4329*FG-PRLA l' OLS, 
t (2.93) t (2.09) t-
R2 = 0,9563, MSE = 0.0036, DW = 1.7534. 
FG-SPA 
t 
290.84*FG-AC *FG-PRLA. 
t 
FG-STKAVE + FG-MSTKAVE + FG-VALA . 
t t t 
Feed Grain Input Equations 
FG-FERT /FG-AC = 1.0876 + 0.4964*TIME - 2.8310*FREE1 
t t (4.16) t (3.25) t 
+ 0.0225*FG-SPA /FC~ AC - 335.1750*FTPI /FG-PR 1 , OLS, (2.39) t t (5.09) t t-
2 R = .9776, MSE = 0.8037, DW = 1.728. 
FG-FERTt = (FG-FERT /FG-AC )*FG-AC . t t t 
FG-SEEDt -71.3643 + 4.6976*TIME + 2.1510*FG-AC , 3SLS. 
(9.30) t (8.16) t 
FG-LABR = -159.465 + 3441.7385*RECTIME + 5.0908*FG-AC 
t (5.23) t (9.94) t 
+ 0.2232*FG-LABR 1 , (2.82) t-
2 ALS, R = 0.9975, MSE = 266.9506, DW = 1.7560, p = 0.4750. 
(16.57) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
FG-MACH = -1310.7563 + 12639.7847*INTRT + 0.3825*FG-MSTKAVE (15) 
t (11.98) t (14.13) t 
- 0.6050*FG-MACH 1 , 3SLS. (6. 64) t-
FG-REEXt = -266.5778 - 102.1867*LOGTIME + 0.099*FG-VALA , A3SLS, (16) 
(1.73) t (19.99) t 
"' p = 0.5327. 
(3. 72) 
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FG-FOR = -14.4494 + 40.6780*SQRTTTME + 135,4207*FREE2 
t (3.31) t (4.62) t 
(17) 
- 793.8837*DMSP!t+7.8323*FG-AC, OLS, 
(4.65) (9.11) t 
2 R = 0.8872, MSE = 1227.1215, DW = 2.0786. 
FG-MISC = 1999.8751 + 65.0083*TIME - 414.4160*SQRTTIME 
t (8.06) t (6.39) t 
(18) 
+ 0.0179*FG-SPA - 1231.0886*FSPI , 3SLS. 
(6.56) t (8.06) t 
FG-INTt = INTRT *FG-STKAVE . 
t t 
(19) · 
FG-RETX = FG-VALA *FG-TXRT t -~ t (20) 
Feed Grain Output Equations 
FG-PRO = FG-AC *FG-Y . 
t t t 
(21) 
FG-SUPPLYt = FG-PROt + FG-TINVt_1 + FG-l~TSt. (22) 
FG-PR = 87.5643 + 6.5147*FG-LR + 19.5067*FREE1t 
t (1.303) t (4.040) 
(23) 
- .2624*FG-SUPPLY + .1629*FG-EXPTS , 3SLS. 
(4.529) t (1.027) t 
CNPR = -0.0475- .0298*FG-PR , OLS (24) 
t (56.244) t 
2 R = .9922, MSE = .0011, DW a 1.7785. 
FG-CDEMt = 64.7607- 15.5395*FREE2t- .9118*FG-PR 
(2.739) (3.653) t 
(25) 
+ 1.4090*LV-PR + 3.0271•TIME, 3SLS. 
(4.220) t (15.261) 
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FG-TDEM • FG-CDEM + FG-EXPTS . t t t (26) 
FG-TINVt = FG-SUPPLYt - FG-TDEMt. (27) 
FG-GINV = 4.9073 + 17.4081*FG-LR - 0.4945*FG-PR 
t (3.51) t (2.09) t 
(28) 
+ 0.8439*FG-TINV , OLS 
(6.11) t 
2 R = 0.8156, MSE = 95.5288, DW = 1.3432. 
(29) 
FG-CRPTS = - 3990.0923 + .5982*(FG-PRO *FG-PR ) 
t (20.697) t t 
(30) 
+ 798.3541*LOGTIME , ALS 
(10.076) t 
A 2 P = -.4375, R = .9430, MSE = 166507.8824, DW = 2.2995. 
(2.305) 
FG-GINCt = FG-CRPTSt + FG-GPAYt. (31) 
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Wheat Submode1 
Wheat Pre-input Equations 
WT-AC = 115.8103-0.9643*WT-ACDIV - 0.6298*WT-SBAR 
t (7.54) t (3.33) t 
(32) 
- 16.259*WT-ACATDUMY + 6.5580*WT-VOLPG - 4.5885*SB-PR2 1/WT-PR2 1 , (9.84) t (3.78) t (1.82) t- t-
p = -.5561, A3SLS. 
(2.50) 
WT- STKt = 5457.1445- 573.2523*LOGTIME - 636.5228*WT-PR 1 (33) (3.51) t (4.18) t-
+ 270.4343*WPRD2 - 221.5677*WPRD1 - 743.3794*~ACATDill1Y 
(2.63) t (3.61) t (3.62) t 
- 806.1548*DALLOT - 446.2281*WAR1 + 485.3619*D6771 , ALS, 
(3. 4 9) t ( 2. 4 9) t ( 5. 9 5) t 
R2 = .8087, MSE = 17408.3822, DW = 2.4171, p = -.2724. 
(2.04) 
WT-STKAVEt = (WT-STKt + WT-STKt_1)/2. (34) 
WT-MPUR = 825.9541- 176.7295*MHPI /WT-PR - 881.8595*MSPI (35) 
t (1.99) t t-1 (4.40) t 
+ 9.6818*WT-ACt- 49.2587*D6771t+ 0.267*WT-MPUR , OLS, 
(7.74) (2.79) (2.48) t-l 
2 R = .9428, MSE = 743.7564, DW = 2.1655. 
Wf-MSTK /WT-AC = 13.2444 + 2.6154*LOGTIME + 0.8784 (36) 
t t (1.57) t (1.80) 
WT-MPUR /WT-AC + 0. 5605*WT-MSTK /WT·-AC OLS 
t t (2.86) t-1 t-1' , 
2 R = .8673, MSE = 5.4735, DW = 2.1427. 
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WT-MSTK.t = (WT-MSTK.t /WT-AC t) *WT-AC t, 
WT-MSTKAVE = (WT-MSTK + WT-MSTK 1)/2. t t t-
WT-PRLA = 0.5064 + 0,0303*TIMEt' OLS, 
t (18.10) 
2 R = 0.9291, MSE = 0.0046, DW • 1.4307. 
WT-VALA = 170.78*WT-AC *WT-PRLA. t t t 
WT-SPA = WT-STKAVE + WT-MSTKAVE + WT-VALA . 
t t t t 
Wheat Input Equations 
2.0999 + 0.1206*TIME + 1.7243*FREE2 - 3.0248* 
(4.31) t (4,31) t (4.14) 
FrPI , ALS, 
t 
2 ~ 
R = .9836, MSE = 0.0479, DW = 2.2668, p • 0.5301. 
(2.88) 
WT-SEED = -2.0703 + 1.3185*TIME + 1.9207*WT-AC . 
t (7.57) t (17.14) t 
- 23.2261*WT-SDPI 1/WT-PR 1 , ALS, (1.52) t- t-
2 ~ R = .9274, MSE = 37.5475, DW = 1.3537, p = -0.3950. 
(2.05) 
07) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
" WT-LABR = -4.5198 + 24.7487*RECTIME + 3.4897*WT-AC , p = 0,9206, (45) 
t (0,925) t (11.11) t (17.21) 
2 ALS, R = 0.9764, MSE = 86.5211, DW • 1.8211, 
WT-MACH = -387.1321 + 4281.9571*INTRT + 0.3379*WT-MSTKAVE (46) 
t (8.96) t (13.64) t 
- 0.6526*WT-MACH , 3SLS. 
(5.79) t-l 
WT-REEX = -165.4441 + 85.2690*FREE1 + 0.0654*WT-VALA (47) 
t (3.70) t _(13.78) t 
+ 0.3040*WT-REEX l' OLS, (5.67) t-
R2 = 0.9947, MSE = 538.6407, DW = 1.4573. 
WT-FOR = -170.8472 + 32.4349*LOGTIME - 203.5928*DMSPI 
t (4.17) t (3.00) t 
(48) 
+ 5.9219*WT-AC + 0.0404*WT-MSTKAVE , 3SLS. 
(5.45) t (2.53) t 
WT-MISC = 367.2454 + 0.0176*WT-SPA - 295.1356*FSPI 
t (9.15) t (3.88) t 
(49) 
+ 11.0078*TIME - 63.1004*LOGTIME , OLS~ 
(5.61) t (5.60) t 
R2 = .9945, MSE = 122.8464, DW ~ 1.8423. 
WT-INT INTRT *WT-STKAVE • t t t (50) 
WT-RETX = WT-VALA *Wf-TXRT t t t (51) 
Wheat Output Equations 
WT-PRO = WT-AC *WT-Y . 
t t t (52) 
WT-SUPPLY = WT-PRO + WT-TINV l + WT-IMPTS • t t t- t (53) 
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WT-PR = 3.0669 + 1.1901*FREE1 + .1748*WT~LR - .0007*WT-SUPPLY (54) 
t (11.091) t (1.191) t (6. 812) t 
- .0004*(WT-SUPPLYt*LLRDUMt) + .0005*WT-EXPTS , OLS, 
(5.639) (2.471) t 
2 R = .9494, MSE = .0211, = 1.5199. 
WT-CDEM = 43.8028 + 42.8935*FREE1t + 4.4422*LV-PR - 95.0363*WT-PR (55) 
t (2.178) (3.391) t (4.948) t 
+ .5140*WT-CDEM 1, 3SLS. (4. 481) t-
WT-FOOD = 464.1740 + 20.5026*FREE1t + 15.914*WAR1t 
t (4.051) (3. 731) I 
(56) 
- 15.4144*(WT-PR + WT-MC ) + .0301*PINC , 3SLS 
(4.324) t t (7.503) t 
(57) 
WT-TINVt = WT-SUPPLYt - WT-TDEMt. (58) 
WT-GINVt = -206.7987- 267.1816*FREE1t- 146.4695*WAR1t 
(2.853) (1.301) 
(59) 
+ 102.5850*WT-LRt + .6076*WT-TINVt + .3306*WT-GINV _1 , 3SLS. (2.107) (5.132) (3.290) t 
WT-CINVt = WT-TINVt - WT-GINVt. (60) 
WT-CRPTt = -184.7690 + .9022*(WT-PRO *WT-PR) + 64.9603*LOGTIME, (61) 
(53.465) t t (3.327) t 
A 2 
ALS, p = -.5900, R = .9826, MSE • 14407.9551, DW = 1.9117. 
(3.491) 
WT-GINC = WT-CRPTS + WT-GPAY • (62) t t t 
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Soybean Submode1 
Soybean Pre-input Equations 
SB-AC = 19.1834 + 1.151*TIMEt - 0.5257*FG-PR2 _1/SB-PR2t_1 - 6.5210* (63) 
t (16.92) (3.13) t (2.39) 
WT-PR2 _1/SB-PR2 _1 + 6.4088*FREE1t- 0.3368*CT-PR2t_1/SB-PR2t_1 , p = .3847, A3SLS. 
t t (5.81) (2.29) (2.24) 
SB- STKt = -212.6959 - 167.3345*FREE2t + 32.5409*SB-AC , 3SLS. (64) 
(2.00) (15.82) t 
SB-STKAVEt = (SB-STKt + SB-STKt_1)/2. (65) 
SB-MPUR = 105.7644- 10.3203*TIMEt- 1.8638*US-SBARt + 21.2162* (66) 
t (2.23) (1.68) (9.41) 
SB-ACt- 428.7303*MSPit- 101.19726*D6872t, p = .7104, ALS, 
(3.87) (5.22) (4.72) 
2 R = .9917, MSE = 498.0861, DW = 2.430. 
SB-MSTKt/SB-ACt ~ 15.89 + 3.2268*LOGTIMEt + 1.0213*SB-MPUR /SB-AC (67) 
(1.78) (2.83) t t 
0.5886*SB-MSTK _1/SB- ACt_1 , (3.77) t 
2 OLS, R = .8885, MSE a 9.0892, DW = 2.009. 
(68) 
SB-MSTKAVEt ~ (SB-MSTKt + SB-MSTKt_1)/2. (69) 
SB-PRLAt = 0.1454 + 0.0150*TIME + 0.5747*SB-PRLAt, OLS, 
(2.52) t (3.40) 
(70) 
2 R = 0.9635, MSE = 0.0029, DW • 1.9346. 
/ 
SB-VALA m 257 28*SB-AC *SB-PRLA • t . t t (71) 
SB-SPAt • SB-STKAVEt + SB-MSTKAVEt + SB-VALAt. (72) 
Soybean Input Equations 
SB-FERTt/SB-ACt = 2.8278- 0.7455*LOGTIMEt- 1.0116*FTPit + 
(2.87) (4.31) 
(73) 
0.0001*SB-SPAt + .4793*SB-FERTt_1/SB-ACt_1, OLS, (3.37) (3.27) 
2 R = 0.9775, MSE = 0.0201, DW = 2.021. 
SB-SEED = -0.3732 + 3.8223*SB-AC , ~ • 0.5129, (75) 
t (44.54) t (2.83) 
ALS, R2 = .9971, MSE = 7.9656, DW s 1.909. 
SB-LABRt = 8.5398 + 5.3640*SB-ACt - 0.0145*SB-MSTKAVEt, p = 0.6194, (76) 
(14.93) (4.40) (3.45) 
2 ALS, R = 0.9967, MSE = 9.7823, DW • 2.189. 
SB-MACHt =-323.9498 + 4061.3693*INTRTt + 0.3003*SB-MSTKAVEt + (77) 
(5.74) (15.22) 
18.3581*SB-PR 1 - 0.4835*SB-Z.fACH 1 , 3SLS. (2.81) t- (5.17) t-
SB-REEXt = 122.2919 - 242.3817*LOGTIMEt + 0.0910*SB-VALAt + 
(1.88) . (15.22) 
(78) 
2 . ALS, R • 0.9965, MSE • 702.1191, 0.1392*SB-REEX 1 , (2.27) t-
ow= 1.3545, p- 0.7069. 
(7 .6 4) 
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SB-FOR = -4. 54'60· + 32. 5356*FREE1 - 309. 8208*DMSPit + 
t (4.56) t (8.20) 
(79) 
0.0483*SB-MSTKAVE + 4.5689*SB-ACt, OLS, R2 = 0.9971, 
(5.30) t (4.91) . 
MSE = 62.4146, DW =1.7259. 
SB-MISCt = 340.6862 - 59.6356*LOGTIMEt + 0.0265*SB-SPAt -
(2.54) (13.59) 
(80) 
236.4487*FSPI 1 , 3SLS. (2.13) t-
(81) 
SB-RETX = SB-VALA *SB-TXRT . t t t (82) 
Soybean Output Equations 
SB-PRO = SB-AC *SB-Y t t t. (83) 
SB-SUPPLY = SB-PRO + SB-TINV 1 + SB-IMPTSt. t t t- (84) 
SB-PR = .3402 + .9715*FREE1- .9978*SB-LPRDUM + .4376*SB-LRt 
t (2.973) t (1.878) (1.866) 
(85) 
+ .0066*SB-EXPTS - .0021*SB-SUPPLY + .6035*SB-PR 1 , (4.629) t (4.228) t (3.616) t-
2 OLS, R = .9130, MSE = .0454, DW = 2.229. 
SB-CDEM = -220.6619 + .9820*FG-CDEM - 53.5980*SB-PR 
t (1.574) t (3.618) t 
(86) 
+ 6. 5507*LV-PR + 23. 7674*TIME +..2160*SB-CDEM 1 , (5.340) t (6.397) t (1.588) t-
2 OLS, R = .9884, MSE = 727.2567, DW = 1.7223. 
SB-TDEMt = SB-CDEMt + SB-EXPTSt. (87) 
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SB-TINVt = SB-SUPPLYt - SB-TDEMt. (88) 
SB-GINC = -7.3341 + .9449*(SB-PROt * SB-PRt)' 
t . (23.167) 
(89) 
OLS, R2 = .9538, MSE = 114026.4368, DW • 2.1548. 
98 
Cotton Submode1 
Cotton Pre-input Equations 
CT-AC = 28.2464 - 0.4401*TIME + 0.045*CS-PRt 1 
t (9.95) t (2.31) -
(90) 
- 67.3709*WT-PR2 /CT-PR2 - 1.2907*FG-PR2 /CT-PR2 (2.42) t-1 t-1 (1.17) t-1 t-1 
- 0 . 7476*CT-ACDIV 
(4.81) t 
- 1.0308*CT-SBAR - 4.2782*CT-ACATDUMYt' 3SLS. 
(5.58) t (6.83) 
CT-STK = 615.8468 - 73.4139*CT-EXPTS - 66.2233*CT-CDEM 1 -
t (3.22) t (1.48) t-
(91) 
645.7145*HAR2 + 50.8904*CT-AC + 0.2765*CT-STK 1 , 3SLS. t t t-(4.49) (4.88) (2.24) 
CT-STKAVE 
t 
CT-MPURt 228.7502 + 95.6780*RECTIMEt + 10.7344*CT-ACt 
(4.62) (12.55) 
-210.3078*MSPI - 2( 26 .. 54060)5*D6872t, OLS, (4.12) t 
R2 = .9561, MSE = 209.5368, DW = 1.2044. 
(92) 
(93) 
CT-MSTK /CT-AC = 42.0571 - 29.5692*RECTIME + 1.108S*CT-MPURt/CT-ACt (94) 
t t (1. 73) t (2.23) 
+ 0.438l*CT-MSTK 1/CT-AC 1 , OLS, ( 2 • 34) t- t - . 
2 R = .8735, MSE = 9.6407, DW • 2.1541. 
(95) 
CT-MSTKAVEt (CT-MSTKt + CT-MSTKt-l)/2. (96) 
CT-PRLA = 0.1549 + 0.1175*LOGTIMEt + 0.5346*CT-PRLAt_1 , OLS 
t (2.07) (3.05) 
(97) 
R2 = 0.8629, MSE = 0.0054, DW • 1.9407. 
CT-VALAt = 664.45*CT-ACt*CT-PRLAt. (98) 
CT-SPA = CT-STKAVE + CT-MSTKAVE + CT-VALA . 
t t t t 
(99) 
Cotton Input Equations 
CT-FERTt/CT-AC = 6.5864 + 0.2437*TIME + 0.0089*CT-GINC 1/CT-AC 1 
t (10.10) t (2.15) t- t-
(100) 
2 
- 3.1127*FTPI 1 , OLS, R a .9477, MSE = 0.3488, DW = 1.5751. (3.68} t-
(101} 
CT-SEEDt = 0.7802 + 0.6347*CT-ACt- 59.1641*CT-SDPit/CT-PRt_1 , OLS, (13.99} (3.78) 
(102), 
2 R = 0.9492, MSE = 0.7673, DW- 2.423. 
CT-LABR = 63.7005 + 53.2678*CT-ACt- 0.5471*CT-MSTKAVEt 
t (10.51} (6.43} 
(103) 
2 R = .9910, MSE = 2507.002, DW = 2.115, + 0.7895*CT-LABR 1, ALS, (20.48) t-
p = -0.3675. 
(3. 30} 
CT-MACHt = -26.2499 + 1158.1303*INTRTt + 0.3434*CT-MSTKAVE 
(5.24) (26.28) t 
(104) 
- 0.8986*CT-MACHt_1 , ALS, 6 • 0.6201, R2 • .9863, MSE z 48.8038, (16.54) . (3.61) 
DW • 1.6733. 
CT-REEXt = 25.4965 + 79.9518*FREE1t - 1086.1061*RECTIME (105) 
(4.56) (5.12) t 
2 
+ 0.0638*CT-VALAt, ALS, R • 0.9674, MSE = 415.6218, DW = 1.2479, 6 • 0.4721. 
(20.23) (21.17) 
lCJ 
CT-FOR = 84.2675 + 1.0262*CT-PR2 1 - 31.4514*WAR1 
t (1.97) t- (4.55) t 
(106) 
2 
- 60.0157*MSPI + 10.4066*CT-AC , OLS, R = .9778, MSE = 68.8256, DW = 1.2387. 
(1.92) t (15.98) t 
CT-MISC = 549.4612 + 0.0508*CT-SPAt - 670.1221*FSPit, p = 0.1550, (107) 
t (21.84) (20.08) (4.99) 
ALS, R2 = 0.9741, MSE • 283.8612, DW c 1.245. 
(108) 
CT-RETX = CT-VALA *CT-TXRT t t t. (109) 
Cotton Output Equations 
CT-S\JPPLYt = CT-PROt + CT-TINVt_1 + CT-IMPTSt. (111) 
CT-PRt = 14.7807 + 7.1163*FREE2t- 0.5298*CT-SUPPLYt + 0.9396*CT-LRt (112) 
(2.92) (2.91) (12.30) 
+ 14.0982*CT-PRDUM ,OLS, R2 = .8711, MSE = 11.5117, DW = 1.4197. 
(3.81) t 
(3.334) (1.325) (1.962) 
CT-CDEMP = e (-4.6099- .2493 FREE2) .7089 -.2101 t PINCt CT-PRt (113) 
(3.066) 
POLYPR · 414° CT-CDEMP 
t t-1 
(1. 512) 
.3442 
CT-TDEMt = CT-CDEM + CT-EXPTS • 
t t 
CT-TINV • CT-SUPPLY - CT-TDEMt. t t 
, 3SLS. 
(114) 
(115) 
(116) 
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CT-GINV • -3.9860 + .0414*CT-LRt + .8727*CT-TINVt' OLS, 
t (1.590) (12.727) 
(117) 
2 R = .8953, MSE c 1.7296, DW • 1.4615. 
CS-PROt • 155.7182 + ~;~:~;:~T~PROt- ~~:~~~~*TIMEt' ALS, (118) 
2 p z .5515, R = .9946, MSE • 6470.1763, DW • 2.1038. 
(3.297) 
CS-SuPPLYt = CS-PRODt + CS-TINVt_1 + CS-IMPTSt. (119) 
CS-PRt = 43.3551 - .0083*CS-SUPPLYt + 23.8197*SB-PRt 
(4.146) (8.167) 
(120) 
2 
+ .2336*CS-LRt - 1.1466*TIMEt' OLS, R - .8016, MSE K 76.8677, DW - 2.0129. 
(1.445) (2.342) 
CT-CRPTSt = 520.5813 + .8640*(480.0*CT-PROt * .01*CT-PRt 
(14.707) 
+ .001*CS-PROt * CS-PRt) - 15.309*TIMEt, OLS, 
(2.350) 
R2 = .9693, MSE = 27291.0902, DW • 1.9947. 
CT-GINCt z CT-CRPTSt + CT-GPAYt. 
(121) 
(122) 
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Tobacco Submode1 
Tobacco Pre-input Equations 
TB-ACt = -0.2959 + 0.003192*TB-PR2t_1 + 0.0004*TB-BMKQUOTAt (1.55) (11.02) 
(123) 
+ 0.0009*TB-ACALLt- 0.0023*US-SBARt + 0.2527*TB-ACt_1 , 3SLS. (12.01) (2.48) (3.49} 
TB-STKt = -592.7473 + 6.1061*TIMEt + 0.0749*TB-PRO 1 + (4.09) (2.44) t-
(124) 
2 4.5506*TB-SPPR + 205.8004*TB-AC , OLS, R • .7396, MSE = 840.9461, DW • 2.1749. 
(1.92) t (5.14) t 
TB-STKAVEt = (TB-STKt + TB-.STKt_1) /2. (125) 
TB-MPURt = 7.8900 + ~i~g;~*TIMEt - ~i~!:~*TB-MPURt-l (126) 
- 257.0488*MHPit_1/TB-PRt-l- 2.008*D6771t + .9694*TB-}1PUR 1 , OLS, (0.67) (2.69) (7.51) t-
2 R = 0.8223, MSE = 1.7837, DW = 2.5335. 
TB-MSTKt/TB-ACt = 18.3263 + 2.8021*TB-MPURt/TB-ACt (127) 
(2.10) 
+ 0.8514*TB-MSTKt_1/TB-AC _1 , OLS, R2 • .9512, MSE = 126.1453, DW = 2.42. (15.22) t 
(128) 
TB-MSTKA..VE = (TB-MSTK + TB-MSTK } /2. t t t-1 (129) 
TB-PRLAt = 0.2505 + 0.0117*TIMEt + 0.4973*TB-PRLAt_1 , OLS, (2.62) (2.69) 
(130) 
2 R • 0.9074, MSE • 0.0035, DW • 2.1784. 
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TB-VALAt • 5517.31*TB-ACt*tB-PRLAt. (131) 
TB-SPAt a TB-STKAVEt + TB-MSTAKVEt + TB-VALAt. (132) 
Tobacco Input Equations 
TB-FERTt/TB-ACt z 56.2722 + 20.2848*FREE2t - 32.4237*FTPit (133) 
(9.65) (7.76) 
+ 0.0365*TB-GINC _1/TB-ACt_1 , OLS, R2 • .9677, MSE = 7.4452, DW = 1.7251. (7.33) t 
(134) 
TB-LABR = 9.0766 - 360.8480*RECTIMEt + 545.8050*TB-ACt 
t (4.18) (9.70) 
(135) 
- 1.074 *TB-MSTKAVE + 0.5067*TB-LABR 1 , A3SLS, p = 0.5820. (5.24) t (7.62) . t- (3.13) 
TB-MACH = -52.6363 + 412.0239*INTRTt + 0.1063*TB-MSTKAVEt (136) 
t (12.97) (15.14) 
2 
+ 0.3516*TB-PRt_1, OLS, R • 0.9397, MSE • 2.3987, DW = 1.524. 
(3. 66) 
TB-REEX = -193.5813 + 53.0365*FREE1t + 1783.6082*INTRTt (137) 
t (4.02) (4.17) 
2 
+ 0.0612*TB-VALAt + 0.3397*TB-REEXt_1, OLS, R • 0.9734, MSE = 240.2803, (9.67) (4.98) 
DW = 1.9068. 
TB-FOR = 18.5850 + 11.3891*FREE2 - 37.2682*DMSPit + 22.0035*TB-AC (138) 
t ( 4 . 50) t ( 2 . 89) ( 6 . 2 8) t 
+ 0.0791*TB-MSTKAVE , 3SLS. 
(3.48) t 
TB-MISCt ~ 194.4117 + 0.0238*TB-SPA - 200.5288*FSPI (139) 
(25.66) t (24.65) t 
+ 43.2485*RECTIMEt, OLS, R2 = .9880, MSE • 11.2605, DW • 1.3394. 
(3. 96) 
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(140) 
TB-RETX = TB-VALA *TB-TXRT . t t t (141) 
Tobacco Output Equations 
TB-PRO = TB-AC *TB-Y t t t. (142) 
TB-SUPPLY = TB-PRO + TB-TINV 1 . t t t- (143) 
TB-PR = 39.5555 + 4.8201*FREE2 - 0.0087*TB-PRO + 0.5134*TB-SPPRt 
. t (2.40) t (3.29) .t (2.62) 
(144) 
+ 0.0285*TB-EXPTSt - 0.2931*TIMEt, OLS, R2 = 0.4501, MSE = 5.9787, DW = 2.1174. 
(2.61) (2.78) 
TB-CDEMt/POPt = 5.3105 + 0.8718*WAR2 - 0.0048*TB-PR - 0.00087*PINCt (145) 
(4.12) t (0.44) (3.57) 
- 1.0685*RECTIME + 0.6241*TB-CDEM 1/POP 1, OLS, (1.28) t (6.27) t- t-
2 R = 0.9863, MSE = 0.0264, DW = 2.3748. 
TB-TDEMt = TB-CDEMt + TB-EXPTSt. (147) 
TB-TINVt = TB-SUPPLYt - TB-TDEMt. (148) 
TB-CINVt = TB-TINVt. (149) 
TB-CRPTS = 233.4022 + 0.8922*(TB-PRO *TB-PR *0.01) - 2.4311*TIMEt' (150) 
t (15.43) t t (2.71) 
OLS, R2 = 0.9023, MSE • 2072.2858, DW • 2.3081. 
TB-GINCt = TB-CRPTSt. (151) 
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APPENDU B. EQUATIOt\JS USED 
IN THE LIVESTOCK HODEL 
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Livestock Submode1 
Livestock Preinput Equations 
• LV-LPUR = 639.5835 + 6.147*FG-SUPPLY 1 + 74.1419*TIMEt, OLS, (1) 
t (2.75) t- (7.16) 
2 R = .9197, MSE = 58113.1784, DW ~ 1.3299. 
LV-STK = 1467.5647 + 40.7284*LV-PR 1 + 1.0189*LV-LPURt (2) 
t (4.11) t- (5.32) 
+ .6494*LV-STK 1, OLS, R2 = .9732, MSE • 85838.4375, DW = 1.2879. (9.81) t-
LV-STKAVEt = (LV-STKt + LV-STKt_1)/2. (3) 
LV-MPURt = 936.5957-10186.6274*MHPit/LV-PR _1 - 215.9982*MSPit (4) (2.68) t (2.31) 
- ~J:~;~*LV-MSTKt_1 + ~;:i~~*TIMEt+ ~J:~:~*LV-MPURt_1 , OLS, 
R2 = .7365, MSE = 865.8877, DW = 1.7208. 
LV-MSTKt = 682.7686- 73.6072*WAR2 + 1.6384*LV-MPURt (5) 
(1.45) t (7.70) 
+ 0.6979*LV-MSTK l' A3SLS, p • -0.3448. 
(14.04) t- (2.47) 
LV-MSTKAVEt = (LV-MSTKt + LV-MSTKt_1)/2. (6) 
LV-VALAt = 5312.1353 + 391.1038*TIMEt + 0.5272*LV-CRt_1 (1.18) (2.54) 
(7) 
+ 0.7400*LV-VALA 1, A3SLS, p • -0.5382 (4.38) t- (2.83) 
LV-SPAt = LV-STKAVE + LV-MSTKAVE + LV-VALA . 
t t t 
(8) 
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Livestock Input Equations 
LV-FEED = 1276.7910 + 44.6507*LV-PRt_1 - 42.9096*FG-PRt_1 
t (3.01) (4.66) 
(9) 
+ 187.1906*TIMEt, p = 0.5394, ALS, R2 • .9737, MSE= 73512.3021, DW = 1.6325. 
(10.07) (2.38) 
LV-LABRt = 494.4836 - 21.2336*TIMEt + 5.4576*LV-PRt_1 (10) (1.85) (4.71) 
+ 0.8319*LV-LABRt-l' OLS, R2 = .9992, MSE = 1439.1507, DW =.1.7135. 
(11.44) 
LV-MACH = -215.9964 + 4077.470*INTRTt + 0.1622*LV-MSTKAVEt (11) 
t (18.23) (11.74) 
+ O(~:~~;LV-PRt_ 1 - OC~~r;;LV-MACHt_1 , 3SLS. 
LV-REEXt = -1074.6218 + 470.8330*FREE1t + 351.2973*WAR1t 
(3.06) (2.53) 
(12) 
+ 0.0682*LV-VALAt + 0.3871*LV-REEXt_1, A3SLS, p c 0.5353. (7.88) (4.64) (2.07) 
LV-FORt = 276.9356 - 11.0033*TIMEt + 80.3938*SQRTTIMEt 
(3.38) (3.45) 
(13) 
+ 55.9642*FREE2 - 284.7389*Dl1SPI + 0.0440*LV-USTKAVE, 3SLS. 
(3.77) . t (3.61) t (1.86) t 
LV-MISCt = 2663.8469 + ~J~~~~*LV-SPAt - ~~:~4~675*FSPit (14) 
- 296.8367*LOGTIMEt + 0.4168*LV-MISCt 1 , OLS, R2 = .9958, MSE = 2863.2479, (5.01) (6.20) -
DW= 1.5281. 
(15) 
(16) 
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Beef Output Equations 
B-FC = .047*FG-PR + .127*SB-PR 1 . (17) t t-1 t-
B-PRODt = 13317.0781 + 54.7070*B-FP(MA3)t_1/B-FC(MA3)t-Z (18) (1. 730) 
- 172.8341*RFC - 2633.0070*RECTIME 4 - 1261.2196*PFDUMt (5.268) t (1.848) t- (2.543) 
+ .9755*B-PROD 1 , R2 = .9909, MSE • 185850.3934, DW = 1.8202, OLS. (24.844) t-
B-INVt = -277.9914 + . 0252*B-PRODt + .0177*PLCT-PRODt (19) 
(4.561) (2.694) 
- 86.9550*LOGTIME + 126.2508*PFDUM - .2574*B..,[NV l' (3.032) t-4 (4.067) t (1.616) t-
R2 = .9266, MSE = 802 . 3171, DW = 1.8171, OLS. 
B-CCONS = B-PROD + B-INV + B-IMP - B-INV - B-EXPt - B-MILCONSt. (20) t t t-1 t t 
B-RP t = 111.9256 - . 0066*B-CCONSt - .0003*P-CCONSt + .1104*INCt (21) 
(10.349) (.615) (4.076) 
+ 2.4529*TIME 4 + .1945*8-RP 1 , R2 z .9100, MSE = 3.0868, DW = 2.0125, OLS. (3.990) t- (1.980) t-
B-FRM Structural Equation 
B-FRMt = -12.0518 - .1713*B-6FPt + 16.4042*W(MA4) 
(6.270) (6.213) t 
(22) 
- .0004*B-PROD(MA4) + 1.1343*B-BYPROD , MSE • .7524, DW = 1.6240. 2SLS. 
(2.671) t (5.122) t 
B-FRM Reduced Form Equation 
B-FRMt = -14.5434 - .2067*B-RP + .2067*B-FP 1 t t- (23) 
+ 19.7956*W(MA3) - .0005*B-PROD(MA4) + 1.1621*B-BYRPOD. t t t 
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B-FP • B-RP - B-FRM + B-BYPROD • t t t . t (24) 
B-CR • -898.4590 + 1.4443*(B-PRODt*B-FPt), ~ • .4197, 
t (6.999) (2.002) 
(25) 
R2 = .8814, MSE • 869811.0704, DW • 1.6509, ALS, 
Pork Output Equations 
P-FCt = .04~*FG-PRt_1 + .308*SB-PRt_1 . (26) 
P-PROD = 2554.6797 + 97.0674*P-FPt_1 - 1390.6426*P-FCt_1 
t (3.989) (4.070) 
(27) 
- 1690.7600*PFDUMt+ .8025*P-PRODt_1 , (2.376) (5.853) 
R2 = .7815, MSE = 390885.2745, DW = 2.0737, OLS. 
P-INV = -161.2783 + .0506*P-PRODt + .0191*BLCT-PRODt 
t (3.760) (3.715) 
(28) 
- 274.9488*LOGTIMEt_4 + 64.0776*P·FDUM - .2028*P-INV 1, (5.034) (1.361) t (1.107) t-
2 . 
R = .7056, MSE = 2008.6004, DW = 1.8127, OLS. 
P-CCONSt = P-PRODt + P-INVt-l + P-IMPt - P-INVt - P-EXPt - P-MILCONSt. (29) 
P-RPt = 102.0800- .0064*P-CCONSt - .0024*8-CCONSt 
(14.017) (4.654) 
(30) 
+ .1732*INCt- 3.7407*LOGTIMEt_4 + .1616*P-RP , (9.365) (2.206) (2.558) t-1 
2 R = .9552, MSE = 2.8883, DW • 2.0100, OLS. 
P-FRM Structural Equation 
P-FRMt = 5.5844- .1087*P-~FPt + 16.9263*W(.MA3) 
(4.684) (5.938) t (31) 
- .0041*P-PROD(MA3) - .2654*TIMEt_4 ,MSE•.7381, DW = 2.4252, 2SLS. (3.918) t (2.569) 
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P-FRM Reduced Form Equation 
P-FRMt = 6.2655 - .1219*P-RPt - .1219*P-BYPRODt + .1219*P-FPt-l (32) 
+ 18.9905*W(MA4)t - .0016*P-PROD(MA4)t - .2978*TIMEt_4• 
(33) 
P-CR = 66.6524 + .7496*P-PROD (FP ), p., .8082, 
t (25.055) t t (3.894) 
(34) 
2 R = .9790, MSE = 8927.1690, DW • 2.1501, ALS. 
Lamb Output Equations 
L-FC = FG-PR 1• (35) t t-
L-PRODt = 56.0480 + 95.9382*L-FP(MA3)t_1/L-FC(MA3)t_1 (36) (2.284) . 
- 6.4792*TIMEt_4 + .8401*1-PROD 1, R2 = .9572, MSE = 808.7077, DW = 1.3252, OLS. (3.251) (8.310) t-
1-INVt = -60.7161 + .0498*1-PROD + .0015*BPCT-PRODt (37) 
(5.463) t (4.762) 
- 3.2665*LOGTIME 4 - .5172*1-INV 1, R2 • .7724, HSE = 3.1482, DW = 2.0581, OLS. (1.751)t- (2.672) t-
L-CCONS = L-PROD + L-INV + L-IMP - L-INVt - L-EXPt - L-MILCONSt. (38) t t t-1 t 
L-RPt = 63.9403- .0171*L-CCONSt - .0017*P-CCONSt 
(2.050) (2.646) . 
(39) 
- .0006*B-CCONS + .0573*INC + .4682*1-RP 1 , (1.044) t (2.413) t (2.968) t-
2 R = .9507, MSE = 4.4568, DW = 2.1614, OLS. 
L-FRMt = 19.8530- .0125*L-PROD(MA4) + .7137*1-FRM 1 , (2.865) t (5.846) t-
(40) 
2 R = .8585, MSE = 2.2817, DW- 1.6616, OLS. 
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·L-FP • L-RP - L-FRM + L-BYPROD t t t t (41) 
L-CR z -7.1480 + 1.1412*(L-PRODt*L-FPt), ~ • .5635, 
t (7.876) (2.907) 
(42) 
2 R = .9336, MSE = 203.7050, DW • 1.8380, ALS. 
Chicken Output Equations 
C-FC = .033*FG-PR 1 + .730*SB-PR 1 . (43) t t- t-
C-PRODt = 2546.2349 + 40.8683*C-FPt_1 - 482.6930*C-FCt (44) (3.721) (6.052) 
+ 255.1748*TJ:MFt_ 4 +.2333*C-PRODt-l' R2 • .9950, MSE = 21318.9312, DW= 1.8543, OLS. (6.932) (1.618) 
C-RPt = 77.9181- .0069*C-CCONSt - .OOlO*B-CCONSt - .0013*P-CCONSt (45) 
(4.268) (2.227) (3.231) 
- .0130*T-CCONSt + .1718*INCt - 9.6243*LOGTIMEt_4 , (2.267) (8.607) (8.632) 
2 R = .9871, MSE = 2.1015, DW • 2.4683, OLS. 
C-CCONSt = C-PRODt + C-INVt_1 - C-INVt - C-NEXPt - C-MILCONSt. (46) 
C-FRM Structural Equation 
C-FRMt = 9.1250 + .1815*C-FPt + .0027*C-PROD - .9038*TIMEt_4• (6.128) (4.146) t (5.405) 
(47) 
MSE = .4306, DW = 1.4581 , _2SLS. 
C-FRM Reduced Form Equation 
C-FRMt = 7.732 + .1536*C-RPt + .0023*C-PRODt- .7649*TIMEt_4• (48) 
C-FP • C-RP - C-FRM t t t" (49) 
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C-CR = 18.2104 + .8786*(C-PROD __ · .. _.-FPt), ~.., .9207, 
t (23.924) ~ {7.202) (50) 
2 R = .9773, MSE = 1570.8668, DW = 1.4875, ALS. 
Turkey Output Equations 
T-FC = .039*FG-PR l + .458*SB-PR 1• t t- t- (51) 
T-PRODt = 738.1287 + 37.8253*T-FP _1/T-FC(MA2)t (2.358) t 
(52) 
- 1.0016*T-INV -l + 440.4804*LOGTIMEt_4 + .6541*T-PROD -l' (1.778) t (2.410) (2.139) t 
R2 = .9329, MSE = 7159.9737, DW • 2.3180, OLS. 
T-INVt = -209.5561 + .3732*T-PRODt - 18.4195*TIMEt_4 (7.376) (6.300) 
(53) 
+ 49.3820*PFDUMt + .5125*T-INVt-l' 
(1.824) (4.648) 
R2 = .8696, MSE = 619.408'9, DW = 2.2782, OLS. 
T-CCONSt = T-PRODt + T-INVt-l- T-INVt - T-NEXPt - T-MILCONSt. (54) 
T-RP = 93.1779 - .0261*T-CCONS 
t (2.577) t 
- .0024*B-CCONS 
(2 .940' t 
(55) 
- .0113*1-CCONS + .1018*INC , 
(1.467) t (2.995) t 
2 R = .8892, MSE = 6.6734, OW= 2.0632, OLS. 
T-FRM Structur-al Equation 
T-FRMt = -22.9909 - .1815*T-~FP + 22.8894*W(MA4) 
(2.744) t (1.723) t 
(56) 
- 7.3387*LOGTIME , MSE = 2.2555, DW = 2.5344, 2SLS. 
(1. 710) t 
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T-FRM Reduced Form Equation 
T-FRMt • -28.0893- .2218*T-RPt + .2218*T-FPt_1 
+ 27.9653*W(MA4)t - 8.9661*LOGTIMEt-4• 
T-CRt = -33.5058 + 1.0621*(T-PRODt*T-FPt), 
(10.740) 
R2 • .8650, MSE • 725.0636, DW • 2.0161, OLS. 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
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APPENDIX C. DEFINITIONS OF 
VARIABLE CODE NAHES 
AC 
A CALL 
ACATDUMY 
ACDIV 
BLCT-PROD 
BLIGHT 
BPCT-PROD 
BMKQUOTA 
BYPROD 
CCONS 
CDEM 
CINV 
CNPR 
CPI 
CR 
CRPTS 
CS-PR 
CT-CDEMP 
D6170 
06771 
D6871 
D6872 
DALLOT 
DMSPI 
EXP 
EXPTS 
FC 
·FEED 
FERT 
FOOD 
FOR 
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Harvested acreage (million acres). 
Tobacco acreage allotment (million acres). 
Acreage allotment dummy with l.O's in years allotments were 
in effect. 
Acres diverted from production under crop commodity programs 
(million acres). 
The sum of the production of beef, lamb and mutton, chicken, 
and turkey in millions of pounds. 
Dummy variable for corn blight in 1970. 
The sum of the production of beef, pork, chicken, and turkey 
in millions of pounds. 
Market quota of burley tobacco production (in millions of pounds) 
1971-1976. 
Amount paid to farmers in cents per pound for byproducts not 
sold •as meat at the ratail level deflated by the Consumer Price 
Index 1967• 100. 
Civilian consumption in millions of pounds of carcass weight 
or ready-to-cook weight meat. 
Total domestic crop year demand for all uses, except wheat 
which excludes food demand (same units as production) 
Privately owned ending crop year inventory (same units as 
production). 
Average crop year price received by farmers for corn (dollars 
per bushel) 
The Consumer Price Index with 1967 • 100. 
Cash receipts in thousands of dollars from the sale of a livestock 
commodity deflated by the Consumer Price Index 1967=100. 
Cash receipts from the sale of crops (million dollars) deflated by CPl. 
Price of cotton seed deflated by index of prices paid by farmers. 
Domestic demand for cotton per capita multiplied by 100 (bales). · 
Feed grain base dummy with 1961-1970 • 1 and 0 otherwise. 
Dummy variable • 1.0 for years 1967-1971. 
Dummy variable = 1.0 for years 1968-1971. 
Dummy variable • 1.0 for years 1968-1972. 
Dummy variable for wheat allotment program with l.O's for 
1971-1973. 
Change in index of motor supplies price. 
Exports in millions of pounds of carcass weight meat. 
Crop year exports (same units as production). 
A weighted average feed grain and soybean price per hundred 
pounds of feed for the commodity deflated by the index of 
prices paid by farmers with 1967 • 100. These variables 
are taken as proxies for feed costs. 
Purchased livestock feed (million 1967 dollars). 
Fertilizer and lime expense (million 1967 dollars). 
Crop year demand for wheat as food (million bushels). 
Machinery fuel, oil and repairs expense (million 1967 dollars). 
FP 
FREEl 
FREE2 
FRM 
FSIZE 
FSPI 
Fl'PI 
GINC 
GINV 
GPAY 
GNP 
IMP 
IMPTS 
INC 
!NV 
INTRT 
IPPBF 
LABR 
LLRDUM 
LOGTIME 
LPRDUM 
_LPUR 
LR 
LV-PR 
(MA2) 
(MA3) 
(MA4) 
MACH 
MC 
MHPI 
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Gross farm value for beef (choice), pork and lamb (choice), 
and farm value for chicken and turkey deflated by the index 
of prices paid by farmers with 1967 • 100. Gross farm value 
and farm valuQ are prices paid to farmers for a quantity of 
live animal or bird equivalent to one pound of retail cuts 
or ready-to-cook bird. 
Free market dummy variable with .l.O's for 1973-76. 
Free market dummy variable with l.O's for 1974-1976. 
The farm-retail margin in cents per pound of meat sold at 
the retail level for the ith commodity deflated by the Consumer 
Price Index 1967 • 100. 
Average number of acres per farm. 
Index of farm supplies price deflated by GNP deflator 
(1967 = 100). 
Index of fertilizer price deflated by GNP deflator (1967 = 100). 
Cash receipts plus government payments (million dollars). 
Government owhed ending crop year inventory (same units as 
production). 
Government payments to farmers under crop programs (million 
dollars). 
Gross National Product deflator index (1967 • 100). 
Imports in millions of pounds of carcass weight meat •. 
Crop year imports (same units as production). 
Personal disposable Income (billion dollars). 
End- •; f-yea r stocks in millions of pounds of carcass weight 
for heef, p0rk, and lamh and mutton and ready-to-cook weight 
for chicken and turkey. 
Interest rate paid by farmers on new farm loans. 
The index of prices paid by farmers with 1967 = 100. 
Man-hour requirements (million man-hours). 
Dummy accounting for low wheat loan rates with 1964-76 = 
1 and 0 otherwise. 
Natural log of TIME variable. 
Soybean low price dummy with 1975 • 1 and 0 otherwise. 
Livestock purchased by farmers (million 1967 dollars). 
Crop government program loan rate (same units as price except 
FG which is the corn loan rate in dollars per bushel). 
Weighted average livestock and poultry farm price (formed by 
weighting the farm prices for beef, pork, lamb, chicken, and 
turkey by their respective productions in millions of pounds). 
A two-year equally-weighted moving average of the accompanying 
variable. 
A three-year equally-weighted moving average of the accompanying 
variable. · 
A three-year, weighted, moving average of the accompanying 
variable where the weights are '1/4, 1/2, and 1/4. 
Machinery interest and depreciation (million 1967 dollars). 
Payment by wheat processors for marketing certificates 
(dollars per bushel). 
Index of machinery price deflated by GNP deflator (1967 a 100). 
MIL CONS 
MISC 
MPUR 
MSPI 
MSTK 
MSTKAVE 
NEXP 
PFDUM 
PINC 
PLCT-PROD 
POLYPR 
POP 
PR 
PR2 
PRDUM 
PRLA 
PRO 
PROD 
RECTUfE 
REEX 
RETX 
RFC 
RP 
SBAR 
SEED 
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Military consumption in millions of pounds of carcass weight 
or ready-to-cook weight meat. 
Miscellaneous expenses including pesticides, small hand tools, 
binding materials, electricity, telephone, etc. (million 
1967 dollars). 
Machinery purchased (million 1967 dollars). 
Index of motor supplies price deflated by GNP deflator 
(1967 = 100). 
Ending callendar year stock of machinery on farms (million 
1967 dollars). 
Average of beginning and ending calendar year stock of 
machinery on farms (million 1967 dollars). 
Net exports in millions of pounds of ready-to-cook meat. 
A dummy variable with 1973 • 1 and 0 otherwise to account 
for the effects of the 1973 price freeze. 
Per capita disposable income (dollars). 
The sum of the production of pork, lamb and mutton, chicken, 
and turkey in millions of pounds. 
Polyester price (cents per pound). 
U.S. civilian population (million). 
Average crop year price received by farmers deflated by the 
implicit GNP deflator (LV, dollars per hundred we1~ht; FG, 
dollars per ton; WT and SB, dollars per bushel; and TB, 
cents per pound). All prices and incomes are deflated by the 
Consumer Price Index 1967 • 100 when used in the output 
sector. 
PR variable deflated by index of prices paid by farmers 
instead of GNP. 
Dummy with 1973 E 1 and 0 otherwise. 
Index of price of land and buildings per acre (index 1967 = 1.0). 
Crop production (FG, million short tons; W and SB, million 
bushels; CT, million bales; and CS, million short tons). 
Production in millions of pounds of carcass or ready-to-
cook weight meat. 
Reciprocal of TIME variable. 
Real estate expense including interest on land and farm buildings 
and depreciation repairs and maintenance on farm buildings 
(million 1967 dollars). 
Real estate taxes (million 1967 dollars). 
An index of range feed conditions in 17 western states. RFC 
ranges from 49 or below indicating very bad to 100 and over 
indicating excellent range feed conditions. 
The retail price in cents per pound of the commodity deflated 
by the Consumer Price Index 1967 • 100. 
Acreage withheld from production under the Soil Bank Acreage 
Reserve program (million acres). 
Purchased plus home-grown seed for individual crops (million 
1967 dollars). 
SDPI 
SQRTIME 
SPA 
SPPR 
STK 
STKAVE 
SUPPLY 
t 
TDEM 
TIME 
TINV 
TXRT 
VALA 
VOLPG 
w 
WARl 
WAR2 
WPRDl 
WPRD2 
WPRD3 
y 
B 
c 
cs 
CT 
FG 
L 
LV 
p 
SB 
T 
TB 
WT 
us 
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Index of seed prices deflated by the implicit GNP deflator 
(1967 = 100). 
Square root of the TIME variable. 
Stock of physical assets defined as the sum of STKAVE, 
MSTKAVE, and VALA (million 1967 dollars). 
Average support price levels deflated by the implicit GNP 
deflator (same units as price). 
End of year commodity stock on farms (million 1967 dollars). 
Average of beginning and en1 of year commodity stock on farms 
(million 1967 dollars). 
Beginning crop year supply defined as the sum of production, 
carry-in stocks, and imports (same units as production). 
Current year. 
Total domestic crop year demand for all uses plus exports 
(same units as production). 
Time trend with 1949 = 1, 1950 a 2, 1951 = 3, ..• , 1976 = 28. 
Ending crop year inventory (same units as production) 
Tax rate per dollar value of land and buildings. 
Value of farmland and buildings (million 1967 dollars). 
Dummy variable for voluntary wheat programs with l.O's for 
1965-1970. 
The wage rate in dollars per hour for meat manufacturing 
employees deflated by the Consumer Price Index 1967 = 100. 
Post war dummy variable for World War II with l.O's for 1949-1951. 
Post war dummy variable for World War II with l.O's for 1949-1952. 
Wheat price dummy, PR, with price equal to zero for 1953-1963. 
Wheat price dummy, PR, with price equal to zero for 1949-1972. 
Wheat price dummy, PR2, with price equal to zero for 1949, 
1953-1962. 
Crop yield per harvested acre (FG and CS, short tons; W and 
SB, bushels; and CT, bales). 
Beef 
Chicken 
Cottonseed 
List of Prefixes 
Cotton Lint or Cotton Total 
Feed Grain 
Lamb and Mutton 
Livestock Total 
Pork 
Soybean 
Turkey 
Tobacco 
Wheat 
United States Total 
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